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How Can Our Association Best Serve?
founded in 1911, is now going into' the second generationO of Association,
milk inspectors. The charter members who founded the Association
ur

are getting scarce. Now, any organization that has carried on for 35 years
through two World Wars, one depression and the exuberant Twenties must
have something 'or else it, like many other organizations, would have long since
folded up. We believe that for the past three and a half decades the life blood
of the Association has been the free exchange of ideas amongst a widely scattered
membership during the formative period of milk sanitation. It was soon found.
. that one of the most effective methods of disseminating the latest and best in
milk sanitation was the annual meeting where were discussed the successes and
failures of new methods, and technics. - It should be remembered that it was
during this time in which practically all the dairy equipment and the sanitary
procedures which we have at present were evolved. For example, it was not
until 1910 when the first Report of the Committee on Standard Methods for
the bacterial examination was printed. So it can readily be seen that our Asso
ciation is really a pioneer in dairy sanitation with a long and honorable history
of achievement.
However, let us not rest on past performances but let us look to the future
and see how we can best "serve so that the next 35 years will be as fruitful as
the past have been. There are four ways which at present need the wholehearted
support and the backing of the Association.
1. Get back of the unifying and' codifying of all rules and regulations per
taining to farm inspection so that we shall present a united front. Find the best
known' way of doing things and do them that way until science shows a better
way. This will require that certain inspectors discard their non-cooperative
attitude, their pet schemes, their bullheadedness, and their traditional methods
in favor of better and more scientific ones.
2. Standardize dairy plant procedures throughout the country to do away
with confusion. There is not such a great difference in the machinery or the
set Up of the machinery in the plants but that it would be possible to standardize
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the necessary sanitary requirements under which dairy products shall be pro
duced. We have made fine progress in standardizing dairy equipment, let us
go one step further and see that dairy products are produced under minimum
sanitary requirements such as clean machinery, sanitary floors, adequate lighting,
ventilation, washrooms, toilets, etc. Let us be more specific. For example,
instead of “adequate lighting”, let us say at least five foot-candles for halls, run
ways and 15 foot-candles for manufacturing operations, etc. Likewise for all
the rest of the terms, instead' of using generalized terms give specific minimum
requirements.
3. Outline a minimum course in dairy sanitation to he taught to all dairy
plant operators. There is plenty of subject matter and a great need for the
knowledge among dairy operators. They would welcome the opportunity. The
employer should be willing to bear a part or all of the cost. Make all dairy
inspectors take the same course as the operators. They would then understand
each other perfectly and there would be no alibis.
4. Foster laws for the licensing of milk plant operators. If we would educate
and license our milk plant operators, we would elevate them to a professional
status. Properly done and controlled, it would insure more sanitary dairy
products because they would be handled by more intelligent workers. Ignorance
Of sanitation produces not only an inferior product, but also a potentially
dangerous one.
F. W. F.

There Is Only One Standard In Sanitation—The Best
a harsh master. Anything short of the best is potentially
S dangerous. isFrom
the standpoint of quality, we frequently have several grades.
a n ita tio n

From the standpoint of sanitation, there can be but one grade—-SAFE. Classi
fying milk into two or three different grades has always seemed foolish, if not
down right dangerous.' New York City took a step in the right direction by
establishing one grade of milk for human consumption. Other cities should
emulate here and have but one grade of jmilk instead of several as is so frequently
the case. The-milk producer and the sanitarian should get it firmly'fixed in
their minds that there is only one class of milk—T H E BEST. .
For example, suppose it were necessary for you'to'have.a major operation,
say appendicitis, and you called a surgeon to operate. In discussing the opera
tion, he informed you that he had three classes of Service. A first class service
in which he sterilized all) instruments, bandages, sutures, thoroughly washed
his hands, and used sterile gloves in the operation. With this type of service
you were practically certain of living. A second class of service in which the
sterilizing of instruments, bandages, sutures, and other materials "was uncertain
and not guaranteed, if he had the time, he would do a good job of “cutting
and sewing” but if he were rushed, you would have to take what you got.
Your chances with this type of operation, he thought, would be about 50-50.
Finally, a third type in which nothing was sterilized or guaranteed (about the
same conditions that prevailed 75 years ago) and that if you were lucky you
would live, hut the majority died. There is no question as to the class of service
you would choose. Likewise in the daily industry there should be no question
as to the type of dairy products that should be produced at all times, There
should be but one grade—SAFE, but one class of product--—T H E BEST.
'
·
F. W. F.
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Retrospective and Prospective
ears

ago someone who was asked how he had liked a certain speaker said:

“Well, he rumbled and rambled but, at that, it wasn’t so bad.” So, if the
Y
following lines seem to rumble and ramble, it is hoped that J
readers may
ournal

still find something of interest in them.
.
The writer is just completing twenty years of membership in the International
Association of Milk Sanitarians and thirty years of service with a State health
department, from the latter of which he is about to retire. In reminiscence
of the past he still is looking to the future.^
Twenty years ago the Association was relatively small, having a membership
under two hundred. I t was made up wholly of people interested in milk sani
tation, most of them actually working at it. There was an evident and very
apparent community of interest. Evening sessions were held and programs,
were, at times, too full for comfort. But members were in their seats on the
dot, stayed until the last gavel fell and discussion never languished. The
enthusiasm was contagious and, of all the organization meetings which the
writer had occasion to attend, these were the most interesting and inspiring.
The “king-pin” of the Association, in those early days, was Ivan C. Weld'.
He was the first secretary-treasurer of the. Association and served until his
death, in 1929. A year or two later the writer was drafted to take over. He was
a man of high character and ideals, whose * “Practical experience with both
men and methods, . , . tact and kindliness, patience, thoroughness, and tenacity
of purpose” made him outstanding. .
There were others who made important contributions to the success of the
Association then, and there have been many since. Nevertheless, it is not
too much to say that the younger members of the Association have missed
something in not having known Ivan C. Weld. He was a leader among the .
pioneers who established the Association on a substantial foundation. They
started it on its way.to becoming what it is today: the greatest and most influ
ential organization in its field.
By 1936 the Association, originally “Dairy and Milk Inspectors”, had become,
the International Association of Milk Sanitarians. That change came about
only after a great deal of very active discussion. As was only natural, some
of the older members were reluctant to depart from a cherished tradition.
Ultimately they agreed that the term “Milk Sanitarians” was more compre
hensive and descriptive and, possibly, more dignified. The idea “took”, as
evidenced* by the present names of some of the local associations. A rose
by another name may smell no sweeter but it may look better in the catalogue.
The creation of the J ournal marked another and by all means the most
important epoch in the later history of the Association. This accomplishment,
as is well known,' was the culmination of the-persistent and seemingly tireless
efforts of two men, William B. Palmer and Dr. James H. Shrader. They long
insisted and finally demonstrated that it could be done. Largely as a result
of successful publication of the J ournal the Association, as they predicted, has
grown vastly both in size and in prestige. The n'ext step, by the way, so far
as the J ournal is concerned, should be.to monthly publication. .Its one serious
defect is that it doesn’t come often enough.
j ____ ___

.

'

* From memorial address by William H. Price.
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Growth of the Association in membership and prestige has brought new
responsibilities. For many years it was its policy not to attempt to set standards.
This policy was gradually- relaxed when it became apparent, a few years ago,
that the studies being made by the then existing Committee on Milk Plant
Equipment (subsequently merged, apparently, in the Committee on Sanitary
Procedure) were having the highly desirable effect of setting reliable standards
likely to be generally accepted. The work of the Committee to Study Milk
Ordinances and Regulations was a step in the same direction.
Because the Association is the best-known and most outstanding organiza
tion of its kind in the world, already including in its membership most of the
authorities in its special field, the writer is firmly of the opinion that the respon
sibility for developing standards, where new standards are needed, is one which
it should accept and assume.
The American Public Health Association, through its Committee on Stand
ard Methods of Analysis of Dairy Products, under the able leadership of Dr.
Breed, did pioneer work and its standards, today, are generally accepted and,
often, legally adopted. But it is only a matter of time before Dr. Breed and
his fellow pioneers, like other old-timers, will be retiring. The Laboratory
Section of the American Public Health Association has a variety of interests
in the laboratory field. The International Association of Milk Sanitarians has
but one interest. 'It specializes on milk. When the time comes for changes,
the American Public Health. Association should seriously consider transferring
this responsibility to the organization now best equipped to assume it. This is
the opinion of the writer. “The expressions of the Association are completely
recorded in its transactions.”
One more “last word”. Although the membership of the Association is,
today, at least ten times that of twenty years ago, it still is an organization of
milk sanitarians. The largest factor in its strength and vitality is its community
. of interest. Distinguished members have suggested that it should become an
association of milk and jood sanitarians. It should beware of Delilahs approach
ing with shears.
p. B. B.
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The Use of M ilk Solids Formulae in the Detection
of W atered and Skimmed M ilks
J ohn F. R owlson and Friend Lee M ickle
Bureau af Laboratories, Connecticut State Department of Health
Hartford, Conn.
.1
A recent rep o rt1 suggests that for**· mulae for the calculation of total
solids in milk from fat test results
and specific gravity readings are not
sufficiently accurate for legal grading
of milk and implies that such formulae
have little value for use in an official
control laboratory. Because certain
discrepancies appear to have been
made in that report and because experi
ence in the Bureau of Laboratories of
the Connecticut State Department of
Health has been otherwise, a presenta
tion of some of our work is, offered.
Numerous formulae for the determi
nation of milk solids have been used
by different investigators with varying
reported results. Among these, Bab
cock’s formula,2 Babcock’s short for
mula,8 and Richmond’s formula2 are
probably in widest use. Wiggers 1 also
made -use of Davis’ modification 4 of
Hawley’s formula.
Laboratories performing a large
number of examinations of milk sam
ples can and do facilitate operations by
applying such formulae to routine ex
aminations to determine the necessity
for carrying out further tests for water
ing or skimming. The methods used
in the Bureau of Laboratories of the
Connecticut State Department of
Health are described below.
M ethods of T estin g

In any laboratory, accuracy of re
sults is essential. Accuracy , is espe
cially demanded of a laboratory respon
sible for results which may be used in
court cases. To assure accuracy in
this Bureau a series of checks is used.
Fat tests pn all milks not· meeting legal
standards are run in duplicate by the Bab-'

cock test performed by licensed operators.
The accuracy of results obtained by the
Babcock test is checked at intervals by the
Mojonnier method. The specific gravity is
determined by means of a Quevenne lac
tometer. Whenever a new lactometer is put
into use it is checked against the Westphal
balance. The temperature of the milk at
the time of making the lactometer reading,
is determined by a thermometer which has
been checked against a standard ther
mometer. If the presence of water is indi
cated, the freezing point is determined with
the cryoscope and the refraction is obtained
on the milk serum using the copper sulphate
method: As an additional check, sour serum
refraction and sour serum ash are frequently
determined. If skimming is suggested, the
percentage of protein in the milk is deter
mined by the Kjeldahl method and the result
used to determine the proteiri-fat ratio.
Total solids are run by ‘the Mojonnier
method on all milks suspected of being
watered or skimmed.
All methods mentioned above with the
exception of the test for total solids are
those defined in Official and Tentative Meth
ods of Analysis of the Association of Offi
cial Agricultural Chemistry, 5 ed., 1940.
While the Mojonnier test differs from the'
official method in a few respects, it has been
found to give results in close agreement with
the official method.
Lactometer readings are corrected to 60°
F: using the Richmond scale 5 which varies
slightly from the method6 whereby onetenth of a lactometer unit (.0001 unit ex
pressed as specific gravity) is added for
each degree of temperature above 60° F; or
one-tenth of a lactometer unit subtracted for
each degree of temperature below 60° F.
The Richmond formula is used because the
Richmond dairy scale is employed in this
laboratory.

M a n n e r of C alculation and
P resen ta tio n of D ata

The primary purpose of the exami
nation of all milk samples submitted
to this Bureau is to determine their
conformity with state laws and regula
tions. The samples are submitted by
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inspectors working under the direc-'
tion of the State Dairy and Food Com
missioner " and by local enforcement
officials of the towns and cities. Very
little is known to the analyst about the
breeds of cattle, and the size of the
herd or herds that the sample repre
sents. Samples'yielding results within
fat and calculated solids limits that
are normal for herd milks are assumed
to be normal; the others, are considered
abnormal and require further testing.
An exception to this is made for
samples with abnormally high fats
and slightly, low lactometer ,read
ings. These are classified as ηςιί
representative.
, Any milk with a corrected lactometer
reading below 30.0 is set aside to be
tested for added water, except for an
occasional low fat milk with a lac
tometer reading just under 30.0. A
low fat milk is arbitrarily any milk test
ing below the Connecticut legal stand

ard of 3.25 percent. Another criterion
frequently employed to determine
whether a doubtful sample requires fur
ther testing is the calculated percent
of solids-not-fat. When the calcu
lated solids-not-fat fall below 8.4
percent, the milk is suspected of hav
ing been watered and ,further tests are
conducted.
Milk with low fat tests are set aside
to be tested for skimming if the fat
tests fall below the expected fat range
determined from the calculated total
solids. This range' is that cited by
Woodman.7 That author presents a
table entitled “Calculated Limiting
Values for Unadulterated Milk”, which
gives limits of butter fat for milk with
total solids ranging from 1025 to 14.0.
Further use. in this article of the term
“fat range” refers to the above. This
table has been found useful as a guide
in determining whether or not a milk
is within the normal limits of variation

TA BLE 1
Comparison of D etermined S olids w ith Calculated S olids of M ilks S howing
' '
E vidence of S kim m ing
Determined
Sample
No.

,

λ—

2

Lact.

1
33.5
2
32.S
3
30.1
4
31.6
.5
32.0
32.1
Γ6
' 7 '■ 32.8
33.5
8
9
31.2
31.2
. 10
-11
32.0
12
34.6
13
31.3
14
31.0
IS
32.1
16
31.0
37.0
17
18 . 32.9
32.0
19
32.1
20
Average

Fat

Calculated
A

f

1

SNF1. SNF2

T-.S.

2.9 11.94
3.2 11.76
2.8 10.87
2.9 11.36
2.8 11.39
2.9 11.40
2.9 11.62
3.2 12.14'
2.9 11.19
2.7 10.96
2.9 11.22
2.9 12.13
2.8 >11.08
2.9 11.24
2.8 11.36
2.8 11.00
3.3 13.06
3.1 11.82
.2.5 10 .«83
3.1 11.65

9.04
8.56
8.07
8.46
8.59
8.50
8.72
8,94
8.29
8.26
8.32
9.23
8,28
8.34
8.56
8.20
9.76
8.72
8.33
8.55
'·

9.10
8.91
8.23
8.62
8.70
8.75
8.92
9.16
8.52
8.48
8.72
9.37
8.53
8.47
8.738.45
10.05,
8.99
8.64
8.79

'

Dif*

.06
.35
.16
.16
.11
.25,
.20
.20
.23
.22
.40
.14
.25
.13
,17
.25
.29
.27
.31
.25
.221

SNF*

Dif*

8.96
.08,
.22
8.78
8.08
.01
.02
8.48
.02
8.57
8.62
.12
.07
8.79
9.02
.08
8.38
.11
. 8:34
.08
8.59 . .27
9.24 : .01
8.38
.10
.01
8.33
.04
8.60
8,31
.11
8,93
.17
,14
8,86
.17
8.50
.11
8.66
.097

SNF4

Dif*

10.26 1.22
10.09 1.53
il.31 1.24
9.75 1.29'
9.82 1.23
9.88 1.38
10.07 1.35
10.36 1.42
9.64 1.35
9.58 1.32
9.86' 1.54
10.56 1.33
9.64 1.36
9.59 ,1.25
'9,85 1.29
9.56 1.36
11.33 ' 1.57
10.17 1.45 .
9.73 1.40
9.95 1.40
1.364

Fat
Range6

Protein
Fat

3.''5-3.8
3.5-3.9
2,8-3.1
3.1-3.5
3.1-3.5
3.3-3,6
3.3-3,7
3.7^4,1
3.1-3.4
2.9-3,2
3.2-3, 5
3.7-4.0
3.0-3.3
3.1-3.4
3,1-3.5
3.0-3.3
4,3-4.7
3.5-3.9
2.8-3'. 2
3 .4 -3 .7

1.27
1.02
1.07
1.07
1.16
1.03
1; 22
1.11
1.02
1.12
.94
1.27
1.12
1.03
1.14
1.13
1.31
1.01
1.18
Ϊ.06

1 SNF = Determined T.S. — F.
2 Richmond Formula.
®Babcock Long Formula.
4 Hawley-Davis Formula.
,
5 Woodman —- “ Food. Analysis” , 3rd Ed. (Based oh solids calculated from Richmond’s Formula.)
e Dif. = Difference between determined and calculated solids-not-fat.
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of chemical composition. Woodman
states “If the fat is' higher than that
stated in the table the milk may be sus
pected of having added water ; if lower,
it may be skimmed, the difference in
creasing with the adulteration.”
It is seen from the above that cal
culated solids are assigned an impor
tant role in determining whether fur
ther ‘testing of' a given sample is re
quired. The formulae for calculating
solids discussed in this paper a re :
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twenty of each type of adulteration will
be presented. This permits presenta
tion of all data on each sample rather
than a summary of averages. Support
ing data on many more samples a re ,
available but are omitted in this brief
discussion.
Table 1 presents data on the first ■
twenty milks tested for skimming in
1943.
Table 2 presents data on the first
twenty milks tested for the presence

(

100S — SF
\
----------------------------- 1 I x (100—F ) 2:5

Babcock short formula
Richmond formula
,

Hawley-Davis formula*

100 — 1.0753 SF
SN F - 0.25L + 0.2F
SNF = 0.25L + 0.2F + 0.14

/
'

/D -l\

SNF = 287.2 I ------ 1 + 0.328F

While a large number of samples
have been tested for evidence of wateriiig or of skimming, data on only

of added water in 1943.
'
For comparison, solids figures on
twenty milks classified as normal, are

TABLE 2
C o m p a r is o n o r D e t e r m i n e d S o l id s w i t h C a l c u l a t e d S o l id s o f W a t e r e d M i l k s

Determined
Sample
No.

/

Lact.
Fat
T.s.
1
27.9 3.0 10.63
2
29.1
3.5 11.23
3
29.3 3.0 10.84
4
29.0 3.6 11.30
' 5 ■·": 27.5 3.3 10.68
6
27.7 3.4 10.97
7
29.9 3.0 11.09
8
28.5 3.1 10.65
9
28,0 4.1 11.75
TO
25.7 3.2 10.25
11
25.3 . 2.4 9.18
12
28.4 2.9 10.52
13
28.4 3.9 11.67
14
27.5 4.0 11.55
15
29.4'· 3.5 11.65
27.9 3.2 10.73
17
22,1 2.2 7.98
18
•27.1 3.6 11.05
28.2 3.6 11.21
19
28.2 3.5 11.21
20
Average

Calculated

\
% added 1.
Water

SNFi

18.7
14.2
4.7
13.1
19.5
18.0
6.9
16.2
19.5
23.8
26.9
16.7
17.1
19.8
9.6
10.7
31.8
.10.9
12.4
12.6

7.63
7.73
7.84
7.70
7.38
7,57
8.09
7.55
7.65
7.05
6.78
7.62
7.77
7.55
8.15
7.53
5.78
•7.4S
7.61
7.71

Dif* SNF*

D if ®

7.72 ' .09 7.58
8.12
.39 7.98
8.07
.23 7.92
8.11
.41 7.98
7.68
.30 7.54
7.75
.18 7.60
8.22
.13 8.08
.34 7.74
7.89
7.96
.31 7,83
7.21
.16 7.06
6.95
.17 6.80
7.82
.20 7.68
8.02
.25 7.89
7.82
.27 7.68
8.19
.04 8.06
7.76
.23 7.62
.33 5.96
6.11
7.64
.19 7.50
7.91
.30 7.78
7.89
.18 7.76
.235

SNF*

.05
.25
.08
.28
.16
.03
.01
.-19
.18
.01
.02
.06
.12
.13
.09
.09
.18
.05
.17
,0 5
.110

SNF*

DU*

RangeP

8.78 1.15 2.6-2.9
9.27 1.54 3.2-3.5
9.16 1.32 2.8-3.2
9.28 1.58 3.3-3.6
8.77 1.39 2.8-3.1
8.86 1.29 2.9r-3.2
9.32 1.23 2.943.2
8.98 1.43 2.8-3.1
9.17 1.52 3.5-3.9
8.25 1.20 2.4-2.6
7,88 1.10 1.7-1.9
8.88 1.26 2.6-2.9
9.21 1.44 3.4-3.7
9.00 1.45 3.3-3.7
9.30 1.15 3.3-3.6
8.85 1.32 2.8-3.1
6.93 1.15 1.0-1.2
8.75 1.30 2.9-3.2
9.06 1.45· 3.1-3.5
9.03 1.32 2.4-2.6
1.330

1 SNF = Determined Ί \S , — F.
8 Richmond Formula.
* Babcock. Long Formula.
4 Hawley-Davis Formula.
5 Woodman — “ Food Analysis” , 3rd Ed. (Based on solids calculated from Richmond’s Form ula.),
e Dif. = Difference between determined and calculated solids-not-fat.
* T he H aw ley-D avis form ula, designed fo r use u n d e r tro p ical conditions is included since it w as
discussed in W iggers’ report.1
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TABLE 3

'

S

atered and

k im m e d

M

il k s

,

C o m p a r is o n o f D e t e r m i n e d S o l id s w i t h C a l c u l a t e d S o l id s o f M i l k s
C o n s id e r e d U n a d u l t e r a t e d
D e te r m in e d

Sample
No.

C a lc u la te d

___ A__

Lact.

Fat

T.S.

1
32.8
2
31.7
3
31.6
4
31.5
32.5
5
32.1
6
31.5
.7
8
32.0
31.4
9
10
32.0
11
32.3
12
32.3
31.4
13
14
31.0
30.5
IS
32.2
16
17
30.8
18
31.7
19
31.9
31.6
20
Average

4.4
3.9
3.8
3.9
4.9
4.7
6.2
4.6
4.3
4.6
4.7
4.0
4.0
4:7
4.5
3.9
4.9
3.8
3.9
3.8

13.36
12.56
12.59
12.56
13.95
13.62
15.20
13.42
13.09
13.50
13.67
12.81
12.71
13.33
12.96
12.64
13.55
12.49
12.77
12.61

r

SNIP-

SNF2

Dif.«

8.96
8.66
8.79
8.66
9.05
8.92
9.00
8.82
8.79
8.90
8.97
8.81
8.71
8.63
8.46
8.74
8.65
8.69
8.87
8.81

9.22
8.85
8.80
8.80
9.25
9.11
9.26
9.06
8.85
9.06
9.16
9.02
8.79
8.83
8.67
8.97
8.82
8.83
8.90
8.80

.26
.19
.01
.14
.20
.19
.26
.24
.06
.16
.19
.21
.08
.20
.21
.23
.17
.14
.03
.01
.159

SNF3

9.10
8.72
8.67
8.66
9.12
8.98
9.17
8.94
8.72
8.94
9.04
8.88
8.66
8.70
8.54
8.84
8.69
8.70
8.76
8.67

Dijfi

SNFi

Dif.3

.14
.06
.12
'.00
.07
.06
.17
.12
.07
.04
.07
.07
.05
.07
.08
.10
.04
.01
.11
.14
.083

10.58
10.10
10.04
10.04
10.65
10.47
10.81
10.42
10 . 15'
10.42
10.53
10.30
10.06
10.18
9.98
10.24
10.19
10.07
10.16
10.04

1.62
1.44
1.25
1.38
1.60
1.55
1.81
1.60
1.36
1.52
1.56
1.49
1.35
1.55
1.52
1.50
1.54
1.38
1.29
1.23
1.477

---------- ---^
Range6

4 . 5- 4.8
4 . 0- 4.3
3 . 9- 4.2
3 . 9- 4.2
4 . 9- 5.2
4 . 6- 5.0
6 . 1- 6.4
4 . 5- 4.9
4 . 2- 4.6
4 . 5- 4.9
4 . 7- 5.0
4 . 1- 4.5
4 . 0 - 1.3
4 . 4- 4.8
4 . 2- 4.6
4 . 1- 4.4
4 . 5- 4.9
3 . 9- 4.2
4 . 0- 4.3
3 . 9- 4.2

. 1 SNF == Determined T .S .— F.
2 Richmond Formula.
8 Babcock Long Formula.
4 Hawley-Davis Formula.
5 Woodman — “ Food Analysis” ; 3rd Ed. (Based on solids calculated from Richmond’s Form ula.)
6 Dif.' = Difference between determined and calculated solids-not-fat.

presented in Table 3. These include
samples from small producer dealers
and from large dealers.
A summary showing average differ
ences obtained on the three sets of milk
samples using various formulae is pre
sented, in Table 4.

ences between the calculated and de
termined solids.

D iscussion
Table 1 shows how formulae have
been used to indicate possible skimming
on preliminary examination.. The fat

TABLE 4
S u m m a r y o f A v e r a g e D i f f e r e n c e s b e t w e e n D e t e r m i n e d S o l id s a n d S o l id s C a l c u l a t e d
b y t h e V a r io u s F o r m u l a e f o r S k i m m e d , W a t e r e d a n d N o r m a l M i l k s

Skimmed
Watered
Normal
All Type’s

Combined

Richmond
.221
.235
.159
.205

Babcock Long
.097
.110
.083
- .097

Babcock Short
.081
.095
.019

Hawley-Davis
1.364 ■
1.330
1.477

.065

1.390

Because of reference to Wiggers’ test, in each case, falls below or at
paper throughout the text a summary ' the lower limit of the “fat range”. The
of the table appearing in his article 1 “fat range” is in each case the one
is presented in Table 5. The “fat given for the solids calculated by use
range” based upon the determined of Richmond’s formula. In all cases
solids is included as well as the differ- but one, the protein-fat ratios sum-

TABLE 5
R e c a p i t u l a t i o n o f D a t a P r e s e n t e d b y W ig g e r s , w i t h D if f e r e n c e s a n d R a n g e s I n c l u d e d

1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9
AverageDif.

Determined
λ

Calculated
\

---------------- \

/

Sp.G.

Temp.

Fat

T.S.

SNF1

- SN F1

D if:

SNF

1.032
1.032
1.031
1.031
1.033
1.032
1.032
1.033
1.032

65
62
61
62
62
63
62
63
64

3.5
3.4
3.7
3.6
3.5
. 3.7:,
3.6
3.7
3.7

13.05
13.55

9.55 :
10.15
9.16
10. 51**
9.57
10.05
9.74
10.05
9.48

10.05

.50
.14
.67
.99
.77
.07
.34
.35
.63

8 . 44*
8.69
8.44
8.43
8.97
8.67
8.87
8 . 42***

12.86
·■

13.11
13.07
13.75
13.34
13.75
13.18

10.01
9.83

10.50
10.34

10.12
10.08
10.40

10.11

.50

1SNF = Determined T.S. = Fat.
3 Hawley-Davis Formula.
3 Babcock Long Formula.
4 Babcock Long Formula with temperature corrections.
5 Babcock Short Formula.
“ “Fat Range” Based on determined solids.
7 Dif. — Difference between determined and calculated solids-not-fat.
* Should be 8.71 — presumably calculated without temperature change.
** Should be 13.11— 3.6=9.51.
*** Should be 9.00 — presumably calculated without temperature change.

8.66

D if:
.84
1.46
.72
1.08
.60
1.38
.87
1.05
.82
.98

SN F1

D if:

SNF

Dif.7

8.86

.69
1.41
.64
.98
.53

8.88

.67
1.39
.62
.96
.54
1.18
.95
.94
.59

8.74
8.52
8.53
9.04
8.85
8.77
9.10

8.88

1.20
,

.97
.95
.60
.89

8.76
8.54
8.55
9.03
8.87'
8.79
9.11
8.89

.87

Range0
4 . 1- 4.5
4 . 4- 4.8
4 . 1- 4.4
4 . 2- 4.5
4 . 2-4 .5
4 . 5—4.9
4 . 3- 4.6
4 . 5- 4.9
4 . 2- 4.6
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atered and

stantiate the conclusions drawn from
the relation of the determined fat to the
“fat range”. Sample 11 has a proteinfat ratio of 0.94 which is below the
standard of 1.0, but Woodman 8 states
that 0.90 is a better limiting figure and
cites Lythgoe to show that average
market milk may have a protein-fat
ratio as low as 0.82 while the mixed
milk of the Guernsey and Jersey breeds
of cows may have a protein-fat ratio
as low as 0.60.
In these laboratories a protein-fat
ratio from 1.0 to 1.10 is reported as
suspicious of skimming, a ratio greater
than 1.10 as evidence of skimming. It
is not coincidental that in every case
when the protein fat ratio exceeds 1.10
the calculated solids-not-fat, using
Richmond’s formula, do not fall below
8.45. This table illustrates the value
of sound use of results calculated by
solids formulae; a low fat testing milk
with solids-not-fat above 8.5 percent
(based upon Richmond’s formula)
should be regarded as a sample re
quiring further testing for skimming.
This is substantiated by available data
on skimmed milks over several years.
Table 2 illustrates the use of the
formulae to indicate the necessity for
further testing of a milk for added
water. In no case does a calculated
solids-not-fat figure using Richmond’s
formula exceed 8.3 percent. Should
the calculated solids-not-fat exceed 8.3
it is very doubtful that evidence of
watering could be obtained by further
testing. It will be noted in Table 2
that the fat tests of water milks fall
either above the “fat range” or near the
upper limits of the “fat range”. A few
Samples with a small amount Of added
water have fat tests that fall within
the “ fat range”. Such samples, how
ever, have solids-not-fat percentages
that fall below 8.3; hence, they should
be tested for watering.
It is not to be inferred that all. milks
falling below 8.3 percent solids-not-fat
will be found to be watered. Unadul, terated low-fat milks occasionally have
:solids-not-fat figures that are low.
Reference to the “fat range” will indi-.

S

k im m e d

M

il k s

cate whether or not the milk in ques
tion needs further examination.
Table 3 presents data ori 20 milks
considered to be unadulterated. Close
examination brings out points that
should be related to the above discus
sion. All fat tests fall within or near
the “fat range”. All of the fat tests
do not fall within the “fat range” due
in part to the higher calcluated solids
derived by the Richmond formula
whiph tends to give results slightly
higher than determined solids or cal
culated solids using other formulae.
Should the fat test fall below the “fat
range” with low testing milks, skim
ming might be suspected but a milk
with a fat test of 3.8 percent or 3.9
percent would not give a protein-fat
ratio great enough to constitute con
firmation of skimming.
Table 4 summarizes the differences
between the solids-not-fat values ob
tained by using various formulae and
solids-not-fat values as actually deter
mined. The differences between the
several formulae values and the deter
mined value are so slight in each case
with the exception of the HawleyDavis test that there is» no question ’
that formulae properly applied give re
sults which can be used with confidence
as a close measure of the solids-not-fat
in milk. The Hawley-Davis modifica
tion is included because it was recom
mended by Wiggers as a better for
mula than either the long or the short
Babcock formula even though the
modified Hawley-Davis formula was
devised for Use under the conditions
generally found only in the tropics and
was not recommended by its author for
“use elsewhere. The large differences
between calculated and determined
solids that occur with the use of the
Hawley-Davis formula are in sharp
contrast <to. the differences ^obtained
when using the other formulae.
This report would be incomplete
/ without a discussion of the work of
Wiggers which has been abridged in
table form (Table 5). Apparently, in
applying both the Hawley-Davis for
mula and the Babcock long formula,
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Wiggers calculate the solids-not-fat sponding values valculated by formula
without making specific gravity-tem as noted in the legend. As each for
perature corrections although in apply mula treats the same figures in the
ing the Babcock short formula he ap same general way the trend in each
pears to have corrected for tempera case should have the same general re
ture before calculating solids-not-fat. lationships to the determined solids
Nevertheless, he. indicated in the text trend. As this is not the case either
that in all cases the specific gravity was the .determined solids or the calcula
corrected to 60° F. It must be noted tions are inaccurate. That some of
that he recorded the specific gravity theTalculations are inaccurate has been
only to the third decimal place whereas pointed out. The correct solids-noteven in routine work we determine the fat for sample 9 should be 9.51 instead
specific gravity to the fourth decimal of 10.51 (13.11 — 3.6 = 9.51). It is
place. This would not have occurred readily seen that close checks between
had Wiggers used a lactometer instead determined and calculated solids were
of a hydrometer. Attention should not obtained by Wiggers. Differences
also be called to inaccuracies in some of this order are attributable to use of
of the computations. . As examples: improper formulae, to errors in apply
The total solids figure for sample 4 ing formulae or to improper technique
using the Hawley-Davis formula is and interpretation.
given as 10.50; it should be 9.87. The
Wiggers’ report covers nine milks
total solids figure for sample 8 using whereas· the figures given herein are
the Babcock long formula is given as based upon sixty milks (Table 4).
8.42, while the figure (not correcting The larger number of miiks in our.
for temperature which be failed to do report might influence the average dif
in the other calculations in the column) ference but it would not be expected
should be 9.00. In this latter instance to alter markedly the range wherein the
the solids-not-fat would be 9.10 after difference might fall on a single sam
correcting, for temperature.
ple. The average differences shown
It will be noted that in every case in Table 4 and the individual differ
the fat test falls well below the “fat ences shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3
range”.· The following conclusion is are of an order entirely different from <
suggested: Either every sample tested those reported by Wiggers (Table 5).
by Wiggers represented milk that had Reviewing the data presented herein,
been standardized with skimmed milk, it is apparent that the differences which
or the results of one or more of the may be expected between calculated
determinations are inaccurate.
solids-not-fat and determined solidsThe actual fat tests are so far below not-fat are well within a satisfactory
the “fat range” that it seems possible working range when an applicable for
that skimming would be indicated in mula ‘is correctly used.
some cases. In the case of Wiggers’
REFERENCES
sample 2 which showed a fat test of 3.4,
1. Wiggers, Fred A. Reliability of For
the “fat range” based upon the deter
in Determining Milk Solids-Not-Fat.
mined total solids is 4.5-4.8. In. our mulae
Jour. Milk TechtwL, 7, 133-135 (1944).
. experience some milks testing 3,4 per2. Woodman,. A. G. Food Analysis, 2nd.
cent and 3.5 percent with abnormally Ed., 121 (1934).
3. Burke, A. D. Practical Dairy Tests;
I high solids-not-fat have given a prof tein-fat ratio indicative of skimming. 3064. (J935).
Davis, D. S. Analyst (1943).
The data from Wiggers’ report are
5. Woodman, A. G. Food Analysis, 4th
presented in graphic form in. Figure 1. Ed., 138 (1941).
6. Ibid, p. 127.
The solid line represents the deter7. Woodman, A. G. Food Analysis, 2nd
{ mined solids of the samples arranged Ed.,
137 (1934).
;
I in order from the lowest value to the
8. Woodman, A. G. Food Analysis, 4th
highest. The dotted'lines are corre Ed., 153 (1941). . .
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Practical Applications of Several Coliform
Tests to Pasteurized Milk
W alter D. T iedeman and S. E merson Smith
New York State Department of Health, Albany, N. Y.

frequency with which coliform
Torganisms
are found in bottled pas
he

teurized milk by the standard fermen
tation tube procedure has led to the
suggestion by some authorities that
freedom from coliform organisms in
three 1 ml. portions is too much to
expect. Others in trying to explain
the marked increase in positive findings
during the summer months have the
orized that the growth of coliform bac
teria in samples of pasteurized milk
held at 50° F. or lower for as much
as 24 hours while enroute to the labora
tory was responsible for positive find
ings that otherwise would be negative.
The investigations here reported were
instigated with a view to finding an
answer to some of the questions and,
if possible, to suggest improved testing
and enforcement procedures.
Health officials are interested in coli
form organisms in pasteurized milk not
because they are harmful in themselves
but because the presence of these or
ganisms offers a useful index of recon
tamination after pasteurization. Dif
ferent kinds of bacte'ria ferment lactose
and therefore are included in the coli
form group. Outstanding among these
are Escherichia coli, a common inhabit
ant of the intestinal tracts of animals
including men, cows, rodents arid in
sects, and Aerohacter aerogenes fre
quently present on dugt particles in the
air in cow barns and milk plants.
It often is assumed that because of
the prevalence of these bacteria in
manure and in dust, they always must
.be present in raw milk. However, in
a , survey made by mobile laboratory
crews of the New York State Depart
ment of Health in 1931, about 6 per

cent of more than a thousand samples
of raw milk for pasteurization showed
no coliform organisms in the single
1 ml. portions tested. Of course this
cannot be interpreted as meaning free
dom from coliforms in this 6 percent
but simply a very low concentration. A
standard of fewer than 10 coliform orgariisms per ml. is set for certified raw
milk.
The seasonal variation in coliform
positive findings on market pasteurized
milk has been mentioned. We know
this to be true at least in the northern
states. A summary of the results of
coliform tests on samples of bottled
pasteurized milk in New York State
shows a marked seasonal trend in the
coliform positive findings. The curve
(Figure 1) showing the percentage of
positive samples by months almost
parallels the mean temperature curve.
However, pasteurized milk in,most of
our plants is cooled to and held at the
same temperature in summer as in
winter. Also the fact that the percent
ages by months of standard plate counts
in excess of 30,000 on milk from the
same bottles from which the coliform
samples were taken do not show this
fluctuation (Figure 1) indicates that
temperature is not a direct factor. It
is of interest to note that the period of
maximum positive coliform tests comes
during the fly season. Dr. G. S.
Graham-Smith in an English investiga
tion in 1909 reported finding coliform
organisms in the feces of 35 out, of 148·
flies examined. There is some evidence
that flies in city plants which do not:
have access to privies may carry coli
form bacteria. Gilcreas reports find
ing coliform organisms on the legs of
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a fly caught in a city milk pasteurizing
plant. Colvin reports finding flies and
roaches in the spreader pipe of a sur
face cooler. His explanation is that
these insects crawled under the loosely
fitting covers into the warm pasteurizer
after it was sterilized and were flushed

by the milk through the outlet and into
the perforated spreader tube where they
were caught. When bottles are steri
lized well in advance of filling and are
allowed to stand inverted in cases to
cool they also constitute preferred rest
ing places for flies. However, if flies
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were the main factor the percentage of without finding any positive coliform
coliform positive samples of pasteurized results on the 1 ml. portions examined,
milk would continue to be high in SepA study of the results of coliform
tember and probably October instead tests made in routine work indicates
of dropping with the mean outdoor that the fermentation tube method is
temperature. In advocating the use of too sensitive a test to be applied to
in-the-bottle pasteurization in England pasteurized milk with plant sanitation
on a large scale Enock points to im- at its present level. If all three 1 nil.
properly sterilized bottles as a major tubes are positive this gives a most
factor and reports coliform organisms probable number of 230 or more per
generally absent in 1 ml. portions of 100 ml. which means that the number
such milk. In pasteurizing milk in the of coliform organisms per ml. may be
bottle on a small scale in New York as low as 2 or 3. However* the count
State we have not found a sample that' frequently is higher than this and the
was coliform positive- in 1 ml. No enforcement official should ‘ know
doubt other factors such as dust blown whether it is 2 or 3 per ml. or 200 or
through open windows and doors in the 2,000. When results by the fermentawarm months, condensation dripping tion tube method frequently are posifrom pipes and perspiration from work- ■ tive in' one or more tubes the use of
ers may contribute to the positive coli- the plate method is indicated,
form findings. We do-not as yet have
This is demonstrated by-the .sumsufficient evidence . positively to state mary in Table 1 of the results of 1,630
the cause of the increase in positive tests by the formate ricinoleate fermenfindings in the warm months.
tation tube, and by the desoxycholate
In looking for possible sources of agar plate method on samples of pascoliform organisms in bottled pasteur- teurized milk, cream ,and milk products,
ized milk it is well to keep in mind that These are combined because there is
the improper sterilization or recon- not enough difference in the trend of
tamination of any . of the equipment results to justify individual study. All
such as the piping, cooler, bottler and the tests herein reported were made in
capper or of the bottle or cap may re- accordance with Standard Methods for
suit in introducing coliform organisms, the Examination of Dairy Products,
It is interesting to note, however, that 8th Edition, 1941. It is interesting to
we have examined samples of pasteur- note that of the 896 samples showing
ized 'milk from some well operated no fermentation, i.e., gas production,
plants at intervals throughout the year 821 or 91.6 percent gave mo count and
,

TABLE 1

C o m p a r a t iv e C o l if o r m T e s t s b y F e r m e n t a t i o n T u b e a n d D e s o x y c h o l a t e P l a t e
M e t h o d s o n S a m p l e s o f P a s t e u r iz e d M i l k (1,227 S a m p l e s ) , C r e a m 1 (315)
■ a n d M i l k P rod ucts ( 8 8 ) A l l B o ttled a t P l a n t s
A ugust

18, 1944,

T h ro ugh A ugust

10, 1945

Desoxycholate Plate Counts on
1 ml. Portions from Same Samples
Fermentation Tube ’Results <----------------------------------------- :------- ;---on'3 — 1 ml. Portions
,More than
-b = Gas
— — No Gas
0
1 to 3
4 to 10 11 to 100 ' 100
----6
9
821
56
4
2
3
89
. 36
1
+ — —
40
17
+ + —
7
1
41.
Sub-total for all having
132
25
19
less than 3 tubes + . ■. 951
6
89
152
12
46
198
+ + +
Totals
114
176
171
963
204

No. of
Samples
896
131 ;
106 ;
1133
497
1630
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an additional 56 or 6.2 percent gave
counts of between 1 and 3 colonies per
ml. which is good correlation for bac
teriological tests. Due to the possi
bilities of chance contamination too
much significance should not be at
tached to the presence of from 1 to 3
colonies per ml. A total of 877 of the
896 negative samples or 97.8 percent
gave counts of 3 colonies or less per ml.
The groups of samples developing
gas in one, two and three 1 ml. por
tions respectively show progressively
higher counts as would be expected.
However, 95.4 percent of the samples
with one of the 1 ml. portions positive
for gas and 76.4 percent of those hav
ing two 1 ml. portions positive gave
counts of 3 colonies or less on desoxy
cholate agar.
Examining the results in Table 1
of the desoxycholate plate counts on
the 497 samples which showed gas in
all of three 1 ml. portions, we find only
12 or 2.4 percent of these produced no
growth on desoxycholate plates and
only 58 or 11.7 percent produced 3
colonies or less per ml. Of this group
350 samples or 70.4 percent gave
counts of more than 10 colonies per ml.
It is apparent that the results show
ing gas in only one or two of three
1 ml. portions are generally speaking
of little importance. Only 12 of 237
samples or about 5 percent gave counts
of more than. 10 per ml, and 206 or
about 87 percent gave counts of 3
colonies or less per ml. Grouping
these with the negative results we
find that of 1,133 -samples showing
no gas in at least one of the three 1 ml.
portions 1,083 or 95.5 percent gave
counts of 3 colonies or less and only
25 or 2.2 percent gave counts in ex
cess'of 10.
Although the production of 'gas in
all three 1 ml. portions examined is
good evidence of real coliform con
tamination it is apparent that the
desoxycholate plate count gives more
information on samples of this kind
than does the examination of three
1 ml. portions. With desoxycholate

plate counts the control official has the
opportunity to concentrate his atten
tion first on the plants showing the
highest counts rather than dispersing
it among plants furnishing samples
showing gas in all three 1 ml. portions
the counts on which may vary from
0 to too numerous to count. In Table
1 the 375 counts in excess of 10 per ml.
represents 23 percent of all the samples
included in the study extending over
a year. It appears that a temporary
standard of not more than 10 coliform
organisms per ml. would be a good
starting point for a clean up program.
These samples were from all sorts of
plants, large and small, city and rural.
In dealing only with large city plants
compliance with a more rigid standard
could be expected. After working
with rural plants a more severe stand
ard could be met. After plant methods
generally are materially improved a
return to the use of the fermentation
tube may be in order.
A series of tests summarized in
Table 2 were made to determine
whether the violet red bile agar would
give results comparable with those ob
tained with desoxycholate agar. It
will be seen that the correlation is very
good between the results obtained in
plating 836 samples of milk, cream and
milk products on each of these media.
Differences of the order of those
shown in this table are likely to occur
between duplicate plate poured with
the same media. It is evident from
this that these media are equally satis
factory for this use.
To investigate the possible increases
in coliform counts on iced samples enroute to the laboratory a set of 4 sam
ples was examined immediately by the
fermentation tube method using three
1 ml. portions in formate ricinoleate
broth and by the desoxycholate and
violet red bile plate methods and then
held at refrigeration temperature vary
ing from 6° C. (48.8° F.) to 12.5° C.
(54.5° FI) and portions were exam
ined by the same tests after 1, 2, 3 and
8 days storage respectively. A siffli-
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TABLE 2
C omparative C oliform T ests by F erm en ta tio n T ube , D esoxycholate P late and V iolet
R ed B il e P late M ethods on S a m ples of P asteurized M il k (598 S a m ple s ),,
C ream (192) and M il k . P roducts (46) A ll B ottled a t P lants
A ugust 18, 1944, T h ro u g h A ugust 10, 1945

Plate Counts on 1 ml. Portions from Same Samples
Fermentation Tube Results
on 3 — 1 ml. Portions
Des1 VRB+ == Gas — = N o G a s
______
421 414
+ ------„ 58 50
19 11
+ 4— Sub-total for all having 498 475
less than 3 tubes +
5
5
+ + +
Totals
503 480
1 Desoxycholate ag ar.

1 to 3

4 to 10

11 to 100

More than
100

No. of
Samples

Des,1 VRB2 Des.1 VRB 2 Des1 VRB2 D es1 VRB2 Des.1 VRB1

•24
17
18
59

28

21

0
8

5

3
3
9

72

13
31
44

20

23

22

20

81

92

37
57

4

2
0
6

79
85

4

2
2

0
0
0

0 454
1 77
-0 45

8

0

1

80 123 118
88 123 119

454
77
45

576 576
260 ' 260
836 836

2 V iolet red bile agar.

lar set of samples was held in ice water
in the refrigerator and examined at
the same intervals. However, the ice
melted on the 6th day (Sunday, July
15) and the temperature of the water
in which they were being held in the
refrigerator rose to 48° F. They were
reiced during the morning of the sev
enth day. The results of this test are
shown in Table 3.
In another series 3 samples of pas
teurized milk and 2 of pasteurized
cream were tested for coliform organ
isms by all three methods and then
stored in ice water in the electric re
frigerator and portions examined again
after one, two and three days, respec
tively. All results were negative by
all three tests except one of the samples
of cream which on initial test showed gas
in two out of three 1 ml. portions with
the' desoxycholate plate count 0 and
the violet red'bile count 1. After one
day these were -4----------, Ό and 1 re
spectively, after 2 days + -j- —, 0 and
1, and after 3 days------ —,2 and 1.
Carrying this further Table 3 also
shows the results of coliform -tests by
all three methods on split samples of
pasteurized milk and cream at inter
vals with part held at refrigerator and
the other part at incubator tempera
ture. The results on the refrigerated

samples confirms the results given in.
Table 3 for other samples. The re
sults on the incubated samples seem
to show that in samples A and B all
coliform organisms were destroyed by
pasteurization.· This has been a dis
puted point, the argument being that
a few organisms must be there although
they were not discovered in the 1 ml.
portions examined. Although samples
C and D had a very low initial coli
form content as indicated by the pres
ence of gas. in only one of the three
1· ml. portions, these organisms multi
plied rapidly at incubation temperature.
This shows that coliform bacteria will
multiply rapidly in milk at 37° C. if
a few are present at the start.
These results make it apparent that
samples of pasteurized milk or cream
showing none or few coliform organ
isms per ml. may be held in ice water
or in an electric refrigerator without
affecting the results of coliform tests.
The results do not support the theory
that coliform organisms grow in iced
samples enroute to the laboratory and
that such samples cannot be shioped.
Since some members of the coliform
groups may react differently than
others the examination of larger num
bers of samples by this method is neces
sary before concluding that holding

TABLE 3
E ffect

Source of Sample—Date
A
A
A
A

6/18/45
Past. Milk—Bottle
Past. Lt. Cream—Bot.
Past. Milk—-Bottle
Past. Lt. Cream—Bot.

Following 4 samples split
from 4 .above
A Past. Milk—Vat
A Past. Lt. Cr.—Vat ..
A Past. Milk—Bottle
A Past. Lt. Cr.—Bottle

A
A
A
A

C old S torage

«ο. ·
bote.
«0
Initial Test co .
λ
*F
*D * v ‘ a E*2*<

-j—|- +
—
+++
—
-------- ‘
—

1 . 0 32 +
37 50 32 +
0 0 32 +
6 9 '32 +

and

-1------+++
—
+++
+ —
—

+ + -

32 +
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samples cold for from 24 to 48 hours results are summarized in Table 4.
before examining them does not change The counts were low but the results
the result materially.
.show that if a single plate were poured
In striving for perfection in prevent the chance of getting the true picture
ing the recontamination of pasteurized were greater using 4 or 5 ml. of milk.
milk it is desirable to examine more A second series also is shown in Table
than one or even three 1 ml. portions 4 made on milk having a higher colias is common practice. Tests were form count. The results show the
run to determine whether this could highest 'count on both desoxycholate
be readily accomplished by adding more and violet red bile agar using 4 ml.
than 1 ml. of milk to each desoxycho per plate. A single test was made
late or violet red bile agar plate. In plating 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 ml, per plate
the first series all the milk used was on desoxycholate' agar. The agar
from a pint bottle of Grade A pasteur hardened satisfactorily but more.slowly
ized milk showing on initial examina than when less milk was used. The
tion gas in two out of three 1 ml. por plates were so cloudy it was difficult
tions. Twenty plates were poured to see the guide lines in counting. This
with 1 ml. each, then 10 with 2 ml. work indicates that 4 or 5 ml. of milk
and so on with 3, 4 and 5 ml. aggre per plate may be used satisfactorily.
gating 20 ml. of milk for each. The
C o n c lu sio n s
agar in all these plates hardened well
although those containing 4 and 5 ml.
’ It is evident from this discussion that
of milk were rather cloudy and there much of the bottled pasteurized milk
fore more difficult to count. These on the market is not completely free
• TABLE 4
C omparative C o unts P la tin g 20 m l . P ortions of P asteurized M il k
and V iolet R ed B ile A gar U sing from 1 to S m l . of M il k

No. and Size

Desoxycholate
3 with 1 each
17 with 0 each
3 with 1 each
A
10 — 2 ml.
17 with none
A ' 6 — 3 ml. and
1 with 1
1 — 2 ml.
6 with none
5 - -4 ml.
' 2 with 1 each
A
3 with none

B

4 — 5 ml.

20 — 1 ml.

D esoxycholate
P late

Colonies per Plate

• Plated
Sample
A 20 — 1 ml.

A.

on
per

2 with 1 each
2 with 2 each

9,5,9,13,8,9,
15,10,2,1,6,8,8,
7, 5, 7,8,6,3,18
B 10 — 2 ml.
25,30,45,25,18
26, 25,30,22,21
B . 6 :— 3 ml. and 47,61,55,46,
1 — 2 ml.
42, 31, 24
B
5·— 4 ml,
80,75,56,64,68
B
4·— 5 ml.
68,67,48,72

Total Count Per 20 ml.
. 1
Violet Red Bile Desoxycholate Violet Red 1
3 with 1 each
3
17 with none
3
3 with 1 each
3
17 with none
3

7 with hone
3 with 1 each
1 with 2
1 with hone
1 with 2
3 with none
8,8,11,6,8,9,
13,-8,5,7,16,8,9,
9,17,7,7,7,8,8
29,21·, 19,22,27
31,21,27,18,20
41,38,36,56, '
44,38,24 ■
65,55,46, 54,65
61,60,80,72

1

,

0

2

5

6

2

159

179

267

235

306
. 343
255

277
285
273

Sample A — 1 pint bottle Grade A Pasteurized milk with 2 out of 3 — 1 ml. portions
positive for gas on initial examination.
Sample B —
pint bottle Grade A Pasteurized milk with 3 — 1 ml. portions positive
for gai on initial examination.
,
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from coliform organisms particularly
during the summer months. The fer
mentation tube method of examination,
for coliform bacteria is a very critical
test which does not differentiate be
tween milk containing 2 or 3 coliform
bacteria per ml. and that containing
several hundreds or thousands. The
plate methods, either, desoxycholate or
violet red bile give such differentiation
and provide for the examination of 4
or 5 ml. of milk on a single plate. With
plants at the level of sanitation of those
furnishing the samples herein sum
marized the standard for raw certified
milk is suggested as a temporary year

T ests

around standard namely less than 10
coliform bacteria per ml. Although
better results will be obtained during
the winter months it is not considered
necessary to set a higher standard for
the winter months to attain that end.
After considerable work has been done
on sanitation in the plants failing to
meet this suggested standard it should
be possible to set a higher standard
which need not necessarily be the ulti
mate one. The evidence indicates that
freedom from coliform organisms in
1 ml. portions of pasteurized milk in
well operated plants is an attainable
goal.
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Let’s Look at Ourselves
K . G . W eckel
Department of Dairy Industry, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin

industry is ever without problems.
N oNo
food industry is ever without
problems involving quality. This is
certainly true of the milk business.
Problems in connection with the qual
ity of products in the fluid milk busi
ness might well be segregated into
those involved in attaining a desired
quality and into those affecting the
desired quality. I believe at present
the most difficult zone lies in the at
tainment, which is of immediate im
portance to sanitarians.

F undamentals of R equirements
Gne of the problems inherent in fluid
milk operations is a tendency to absorb
requirements that ignore fundamentals.
Perhaps a few examples illustrate what
has happened, and what should be
avoided.
A few years ago milk ordinances
frequently required that milk houses'
he built a stipulated number of feet
away from the barn. Today milk
houses are being built adjacent to the
barn on the basis that by conserving
a producer’s time and reducing unnec
essary work effort he can more effec
tively produce more and better milk.
This should have been recognized long
ago.
Milk products are food products. In
some areas, by rule, only dairy prod
ucts can be in or near the dairy plant.
But strangely in the same areas dairy
products both in the package and in
open trays, are on display in food
counters with a variety of other prod
ucts, including fish, fowl, pickles,
spaghetti, meats, etc, Actually the
dairy industry is perhaps one of the
P resented before Southeastern W isconsin Food
and S anitation Officials, M ilwaukee, W isconsin,
October 18, 1945.

most capable of purveyors of food
stuffs. It knows the problems of regu
lar delivery, it knows refrigeration, and
it knows deterioration and sanitation
better than any other business. From
an over all viewpoint, it can contribute
much to public health in the handling
of other foods. In other words, the
“know how” bound up in the dairy in
dustry should be utilized to fullest ad
vantage in the food field with the en
couragement of sanitarians.

Black M arket in Reverse
The disparity between the require
ments or standards of quality estab
lished for fluid market milk, and for
certain manufactured milk products is
a deterent to maintaining quality stand
ards, and health improvement efforts.
The market requirements and the price
paid are greater for fluid milk. But in
most markets milk from adjacent un
approved farms, or milk rejected be
cause of substandard qualities, eventu
ally finds its way into a given city
under the cloak and wrapper of a
manufactured product. There are, of
course, “reasons” why this situation
exists. But this situation is a millstone
around any given market’s quality and
health improvement intentions. It is
of no accomplishment to have health
improvement and njaintenance stand
ards circumvented by a form of black
market operating in reverse.

T ime and L abor, and Q uality
Consideration of labor efficiency .has
but-scratched the surface in milk qual
ity improvement work. Progressively
better sanitary standards have in
creased the duties necessary: in pro
ducing and handling milk. But the
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rural areas. Vital statistics bear this
out. The improvement of thid* situa
tion requires joint effort. The volume
of business in many small communities
is such as to require inspection service
greater than should be expected of
state supervision. ' It should be locally
conducted and financed. It has not
been sufficiently impressed upon the
management of small communities.
Two developments have and will con
tinue to influence this situation. Ad
jacent communities or areas can sup
port, politically, a joint milk inspection
and appraisal service. There is no
reason why a community cannot under
take the use of the facilities of an im
M erchandising Producers ,
partial nearby city or commercial sani
One of the unfortunate situations in tarians service. A second possibility
(he dairy industry is that many milk is in the joint support and use of
producers have never learned to mer laboratory service by dairy plants and
chandise their milk. Milk producers producer distributors. A third devel
go through some terrific mental, finan opment, inherently difficult to estab
cial- and labor pains to turn out several lish in some areas, easy to do in others,
cans of milk. They work long hours, is the servicing of outlying communi
full weeks. They lay out, plan and ties with the milk supply produced
rotate certain crops, ultimately for a under the same conditions by and for
herd of cows. They invest -heavily the larger city. These things do not
in barns and silos. A lifetime is spent always come about by themselves. It
in developing a productive herd. Yet more often requires the help of those
when all the time and money is spent already established in other areas. It
in acquiring the final product, it is left is proper to point out that the success
uncooled, the utensils unwashed, and ful establishment of such programs ii^.
the attitude is often one of indifference,- outlying -small community -areas in
Sanitarians, and all others in the in several respects simplifies the problems
dustry, have a share in encouraging for the larger political areas.
producers to feel the necessity of “merPublic H ealth and M ilk
‘chandising” milk. It is a consensus of
fieldmen who have pondered this situa
One of the fluid milk industries
tion that actually producers, once problems' is to get across to consumers
aware of the real significance (and an appreciation of all that is inherent in
meaning of milk quality, really prefer a bottle of milk or a package of fresh
and want to produce quality milk. .dairy products.. There is no other
They acknowledge a loss of pride in food that has the, qualities of diversity
their enterprise if they fail to meet oc of use as milk. It can be utilized by
casionally the market’s standards.
young and old. It can be used in all
meals, between and after meals. It can
M ilk Standards in Small
be incorporated in dozens of wdys in
Communities
kitchen cookery. It has. very valuable
The lack of milk inspection and la qualities in balancing out weaknesses in
boratory supervisory service and of the average diet. It is one of the most
acceptable processing facilities is great economical of foods. But the oppor
est in smaller communities 'and in tunity of the industry and of sanitar
time and effort required to do these
operations also has increased. Yet
it is evident that if the time and labor
effort to perform the necessary duties
is reduced, they can be more readily
performed and with much better co
operation. I refer you to the studies
such as have been made in Vermont,
and are under way in other institu
tions on time, energy and motion stud
ies in producing and handling milk.
Better organization is making it pos
sible to produce better milk, more eas
ily. Sanitarians must capitalize on
these developments to simplify th e .
quality procurement problems.
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ians to provide milk of good acceptable
quality to all in a given market can
be lost. It can be lost if the require
ments imposed for its production,
processing and distribution become un
reasonable or excessive. Consumers
have two alternatives if costs appear
excessive. The first is to patronize
outside roadside or farm stands. It '
is to the shame of sanitarians in par-'
ticular, as well as the industry, that
many of the patrons of roadside mar
kets are well able to afford and to
understand the benefit of services im
plied in a well supervised milk supply.
The second alternative is to turn to
various forms of manufactured milk
products, whether frozen, condensed,
dehydrated, or ■sterilized. In either
event, the source of supply of dairy
products obtained by the consumer
falls gradually without the jurisdiction
of the community milk inspection
organization.
The fluid milk industry and the sani
tarians profession have two distinct
jobs before them. The first is to bet
ter acquaint consumers of the efforts
and values involved in making avail
able a bottle of milk or a package of
product, and the second is to encour
age people to use more of it. Improv
ing the quality of fluid milk products
is one thing. The realization of the
value of this service is to get people to
take advantage of it. This is not alone
the milk distributors’ problem. There
is ample and abundant evidence large
segments of our population exist upon
what are reckoned to be insufficient or
inadequate diets. It is probable as
great a contribution to public health
can be made by milk sanitarians'
through'seeing to it there is increased
utilization of milk as has been made
in the past through the improvement
of milk supplies. Sanitarians must
accept an increasing responsibility in
weighing the factors of increased Costs
of getting milk into the hands of con
sumers, and of getting consumers to
use more milk in their diets.
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Selling th e I dea of th e A dvan
tages of M ilk Sanitation
One of the fluid milk industry’s big
problems lies in the necessity of a
tremendous educational program On
the part of sanitarians to sell to various
groups the advantages of their services.
In the first place a piece of aldermanic created and legally phrased
printed matter is about as uninteresting
reading matter as any ever conceived.
It lacks every conceivable advantage or
property that could be desired in the
selling of an idea. The objective of
a milk ordinance should be to estab
lish the standards, provide for their
attainment, and then to prove its merit.
Milk ordinances at least ought to be
rewritten, and illustrated, and,, sub
stantiated with evidence of past results
in the field of public health. They should be so arranged as to make inter
esting reading to school groups, and to
city and farmer dairymen. If sani
tarians, if men in the industry, if milk
producers want consumers and each
other to appreciate their respective
efforts, they must first understand
what, and why, and hqw it is being
done.
Plant managers, but more particu
larly,' plant employees frequently are
perfunctorily required to modify old,
or institute new procedures. Unfor
tunately, too often an understanding
of the need for the change is never
provided. ..Yet there is no better as
surance that a thing will be done than,
through understanding. Of all the
people in need of assurance that things
will be done properly it is the milk and
food sanitarian.
The consuming public seems not too
duly impressed with the efforts of
milk sanitarians. They do not know
about them. The public patronizes
roadside markets. It follows often the
“whims” of ill informed health prac
titioners, whom incidentally , like the
public seemed to have been “missed”.
P o st of our cities have milk ordi
nances of high caliber. But the proof
of the idea, the real advantages of the
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service have never been recognized by
nearby small communities. They do
not have, nor do they demand, such
services. Nor' have they ever under
stood or recognized them. Neverthe
less the extension of the idea into
nearby adjacent smaller comnitmities
would minimize some of the sanitar
ian’s problems. It is an axiom of busi
ness that more sales are made when
competitors are nearby than when they
are on the other side of town.
It should be highly significant, that
the most successful dairy organiza
tions in the county, expressed in
terms of public relations both with con
sumer and with the producer, are those
that have the most capable field men
sanitarians. It is not too broad a claim
to lay down that this is because these
men know how to use effective educa
tional methods;
There are two other examples which
bring light upon this need for better
merchandising on the part of sani
tarians. Young people are not prepar
ing themselves early in their educa
tional careers for service in the milk
sanitarians profession. They stumble
upon it in the course of their advanced
educational work. The opportunities,
the accomplishments and the challenges
of the profession are hiding under a
bushel basket. Perhaps the most vital
statistic on this point is in the want
of remuneration commensurate with
the responsibilities of the work. By
selling themselves and the knowledge
of their work, sanitarians cap advance
the industry. After all, if milk as a
food is not utilized, milk sanitarians
won’t be considered essential.

F luid M ilk By -Products
One of the fluid milk industry’s im
mediate problems is the mental ap
proach to, and the conditions of han
dling of dairy plant by-products.
There is a tendency on the part of
processors and of sanitarians to focus
all their attention upon' fluid milk and
cream. These receive thfe care, me
scrutiny and the blessing of all con

O u rselves

cerned. The by-products fare for
themselves. The cottage cheese, the
buttermilk, the chocolate milk, etc., are
processed in the older equipment in
the back room. The employees han
dling them are often the less pertly
interested, or interesting of individuals.
Yet the by-products often yield great
returns economically. I simply want
to call attention to two facts. Some
times the most flagrant violations of
fundamentals of the proper handling
of milk are to be seen in the handling
of by-products. It is known that the
public health significance of these vio
lations is no less than for the handling
of fluid milk.
From time to time those especially
in publicly operated laboratories re
ceive from individuals with a curiosity
samples of food products accompanied
with a request for a “complete analy
sis”. A “complete analysis” repre
sents a terrific amount of work not
appreciated in such inquiries. It is
probably in this yein laboratory tech
nicians and sanitarians have chosen to
use various “standardized procedures”
in appraising the quality of various
dairy products. One of the great
needs in quality appraisal is a simplifi
cation of the work that must be done.
But herein lies a danger of which there
appears to be some neglect. There is
a tendency to rely too heavily upon cer
tain tests in making quality appraisals.
The introduction of high tempera
ture short time pasteurizing systems
brought light upon the fact that our
laboratory procedures . so commonly
used were not making evident to us
significant defects in milk quality, and
particularly farm handling methods.
High temperature pasteurizers sent
field men on a field hunt.
Emphasis upon the absence of sedi
ment in milk is a useful technique if
originally the sediment was never
there. It is an unfair and unwise pro. cedure if it diverts our thinking into
correcting milk t o . comply with the
test instead of correcting the cause of
presence of sediment. Similarly, em
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phasis upon temperature of milk at an
intake is a good ideal if it does not
penalize the wrong producer. Some
times warm milk is cooled at the ex
pense of adjacent cold milk during
transit in enclosed trucks.
Plate count procedures indicate the
approximate numbers of organisms
that thrive under a given set of con
ditions. These conditions are quite
defined; but they do not permit an esti
mate of many other organisms that also
may be present in the milk, such as
those that can thrive at high incubator,
or at refrigerator temperatures. Re
liance upon a given procedure as final
may mislead the appraiser and curtail
the service that can be rendered.
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It might seem desirable to scrap the
whole system and to start anew. The
faults appear to be numerous.
The effectiveness of the applications
of various volumes and pressures of
fluid used in hydraulic washing of cans
is affected by extremely variable con
ditions of temperature, water hardness,
detergent composition and concentra
tion. From an examination of cans
from many can washers, there is ample
evidence the “system” leaves much to
be desired. It contributes to serious
bacteriological and quality control
problems in the handling of milk.
The washing of external portions of
containers is quite inadequate. Even
tually the materials or debris on can
exteriors become a part and parcel
Complexity of E quipment
of the detergent solution. The solu
Construction
tion is not sufficiently germicidal to
Newer milk, processing equipment is destroy many undesirable organisms.
becoming more complex in construc The solution becomes increasingly con
tion. It tends to become more simple taminated as the period of operation
in operation. The equipment is be progresses.
In most can washing systems the .
coming more complex in terms of
parts, but becomes more readily opera outsides of cans are not washed. It
tive by push button control. The prob gets at best a spray. The accumula
ability of employees understanding, tion is enhanced by slime from cooling
much less recognizing necessary basic tank waters. It is a potent contami
principles of ^operation, becomes more nant for milk when cans are inverted ,
remote. Fewer of a given plant’s em at weighing tanks. In like manner can
ployees know the technical basis of lids receive at best a spray rinse.
While many can washers eject cans
unit operations. The significant point
of these developments is that manage too hot to hold, and apparently dry,
ment and health supervisors must be they are not necessarily free of bac
come more fluent in their capacities to teriological defects upon delivery to
recognize factors that interfere with the farm.
Cans, through our system of distri
the satisfactory performance of equip
ment. Sanitarians and management bution and handling on trucks and on
have the responsibility of seeing to it farms, become laden inside and out
that employees have the necessary level with dust and other sediment.
In all fairness to the canwashers
of training, and that schools of instruc
tion in principles are utilized. Even" now in use, it should be noted a major
though processes are reduced to push portion are operated improperly, and
button controls there exist frequent are not given the mechanical attention
opportunities for error that should not due them. The shortcomings of op
erators are as great or are greater than
be condoned.
those of the* machines.
Cans and Can W ashers ’
These unclean factors all lead to a
Probably one of the weakest links vicious cycle'of bacteriological trans
in our system of handling; milk is the fers, from farm, to plant, to farms.
can washer and can handling systems. They help the pattern of indifference
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so often seen in the reaction of pro
ducers for whom other sanitary prac
tices are urged. I am always im
pressed with the apparent recognition
of these problems by. commercial pho
tographers. They invariably show
bright clean cans in a picture of a con
veyor line.
The answers to these problems are
not simple. That is why we might con
sider starting all over. Perhaps we
could eliminate the can and can washer
entirely. Certainly we can hope for
three needed improvements ■
— can
washers that operate on the inside and
out of the can, cans that have improved
cleanability features, and cans of
lighter weight. Milk haulers make at
least six lifting motions for each milk
can in transferring it from farm to
plant and back to farm. At existing
weights a hauler lifts 16,200 pounds
of metal for each 8,300 pounds of milk
delivered in 100 full cans. No wonder
milk haulers do not always seem anx
ious to participate in certain desirable
movements. They are too tired.

milk, cream and ice cream mix can
readily alter our usual mode of think
ing, bur standards, and our meth
ods. Fortunately, all changes usually
go through the gamut of research
study where undesirable features are
screened. The fluid milk industry as
such may undergo some marked
changes. Fluid milk as such is still
the most convenient Of all dairy prod
ucts utilized. Continued distribution
of this and its associate products sug
gests that we give as much attention '
as possible to removal of legal restric
tions that in effect serve no significant
useful purpose.

Review It might seem, in considering the
problems that must be encountered in
providing milk of quality, that milk
quality improvement work is a thank
less task. On the contrary, it has been
and is a'real, necessary and important
service.
. Milk consumption is greater than
ever before. It could not have been
so without quality. The cases of trans
N ew I deas
mission of disease traceable to milk
The price of market milk is of great or milk products are invariably to be
concern to a large number of people. charged to milk and products without
The job of making available milk at quality. One of the most perishable
-a continued low price appears increas of foods is now made available to large
ingly difficult. The requirements under segments of our population regularly
which milk must be produced, proc in safe nutritious condition without
essed and distributed certainly are not hardly a consideration on their part.
less simple than formerly/ Economies It has come to be considered a vital
cannot forever be obtained by improve ' adjunct of school child health improve-’
ments only in certain departments of ment activities.
operation. The industry-has witnessed
Tuberculosis, so rampant a few dec
somewhat radical changes in the past, ades ago that dairy wagon advertising
few years; homogenization, vitamin consisted essentially of the term “tu
fortification, and every other day de berculosis tested”, is abolished. Bang’s
livery. Radical changes in our think ‘ disease is now under a nation wide pro
ing. can allow attention to be given the gram of control. Sanitarians have
methods and schedules of' farm milk made the industry conscious of the
collection and transportation of daily necessity of controlling and eliminating
/ . ■ ■
plant operating capacities and sched mastitis.
ules, and of modified, pfoducts and
.Improvements in.quality have made
packages. The potential effect of milk possible the industry as it exists today.
in modified forms, as fluid Condensed, It was able, to come through in the
frozen, and powdered, and of related past six years with raw fluid milk and
products of butter oil, powdered skint- with pasteurized bottledrnilk that could
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be and is shipped half way across the
country, requiring at least up to three
days enroute. The know how of qual
ity enabled manufactured dairy prod
ucts to be shipped aftd used around
the world.
-There is now a great movement in
rebuilding and reorganization of worn
out operations. The industry is going
to invest tremendous sums of, money.
The faith in the worth of these invest
ments is due to the establishment of
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quality. The industry will necessarily
have to make many decisions on de
tails of costly installations that will
demand the counsel of men whose con
sideration has been essentially that of
quality. -This is* particularly true now
when the want of men with training
in this field is greatest. The reserve
of knowledge acquired in meeting the
difficult problems Over the years can
serve even more in the immediate
future.
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Pest Control in Dairies*
E. I. M cD aniel
* Entomology Department, Michigan State College, East Lansing, Michigan
nsect

control will always be a" prob

lem around dairies because of the
Inature
of the trade and the fact so few

people understand the habits or life his
tories of the insects involved. Sanitary
measures reduce the insect population,
but plain good housekeeping, plus an
understanding of a few academic prin
ciples concerning the habitat of the
species, helps immensurably.
Flies and cockroaches are among the
more important pests. Flies are a sea
sonal problem, but cockroaches must
be considered the year around.
The flies found in dairies are. the
same as those found in restaurants, or
in the home kitchen. Several different
kinds of flies are always present, but
the common housefly (Musca domes
tica), the stable fly (Stomoxys calci
trans), and the little housefly (Fannia
canicularis), can always be depended
upon to be present, as well as several
species of blow flies and reasonably
flesh flies. .
It has been estimated that more than
95 percent of all flies in houses are com
mon houseflies, and the same holds for
dairies. This is unfortunate since the
common housefly also ranks first
among the disease carriers. It prefers
to breed in filth, it feeds on filth, then
settles on food or utensils used in the
preparation of food, leaving numerous
colonies of organisms wherever it
alights. It is often referred to as the
typhoid fly and is known to be a carrier
of the organisms causing dysentery,
diarrhea, and tuberculosis as well as
a number of other bacterial or coccal
disease organisms, including many
causing food spoilage and off flavors.
It is a casual carrier, picking up and
* Presented a t the D airy Inspectors* Course held
a t M ichigan S tate College, A pril 9-13, 1945.

redistributing organisms as it moves
about. It has sucking mouthparts and
all food taken must be reduced to a
liquid; accomplishing this the fly re
gurgitates on any solid substance, then
sips up the liquid, leaving the pale fly
specks so common on cupboards, win
dows, or dishes. It is especially in
quisitive, visiting any number of places
in a period of a few hours. The life
cycle is short, and each female averages
more than 1,000 offspring.
Houseflies breed in any decaying or
ganic matter but prefer horse, hog, or
chicken manure, or human excreta.
There may be as many as 10 or 12
generations. The female is 10 to 12
days old before she starts ovipositing
(this makes trapping practical, since
it is often possible to collect the indi
viduals before any eggs are laid).
Each female lays 20 to 25 batches of
eggs, each batch containing between
lOO and 150 eggs. The eggs may
hatch in 24 hours. The larvae com
plete their development in about 5
days. The pupal stage requires at least
4 days, and the adults may live for a
month or more.
The stable fly, sometimes known as
the biting housefly, seeks inside pro
tection just before a rain or whenever
the barometer goes down.. It has suck
ing mouthparts and lives on blood.
The life cycle is considerably longer
than that of the common housefly, often
requiring 3 weeks or more. The eggs
are laid in decomposing organic mat
ter, such as rotting straw in the man
ger, or bases of old hay stacks, in lawn
clippings or any accumulation of
vegetation.
Other flies found in dairies are of
lesser importance in comparison with
the common housefly, a n d . since the
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control measures suggested for the
A clever method of keeping flies out
common housefly will also control the of buildings and one that works espe
other species, the details of their de cially well aroiind dairies is the use
velopment -will fie omitted.
of a false entrance. Extend the en
Control: The elimination of as many trance out beyond the door, like an
breeding places as possible is the first anteroom, for 3 or 4 feet with screened
step in any housefly campaign. It is windows on either side and use an ordi
seldom possible to remove all possible nary wooden door for an outside en
breeding places, necessitating the main trance. The flies attracted by the odor
tenance of certain sanitary measures will settle on the screen, making it
possible to come and go, admitting the
throughout the breeding season.
■1. Fresh horse manure spread every minimum of flies.
The screens may be equipped with
third day will dry out before the larvae
electrocutors or they may be painted
can mature.
2. Flies cannot complete their devel with a formulation of DDT.
Under the present regulations of the
opment in manure stacked on a con
crete platform, surrounded by a con Bureau of Milk Sanitation, DDT may
crete trough containing 2 to 3 inches be used in the receiving room, the can
of water. The maggots cannot reach washing room, the bottle washing
room, and in rooms where milk equip
soil suitable for pupation.
3. Dispose of garbage daily. Use ment is not located. It cannot be used
containers with tight fitting lids and in any room where milk or milk prod
ucts are being prepared for sale.
sterilize the empty containers. .
There are a number of formulations
4. The eggs or the maggots of flies
in manure can be killed with borax. for DDT each for a specific purpose.
The fertilizing value of the manure will DDT dissolved in oil, such as Deo-base
not be materially affected when borax or kerosene, DDT dissolved in emulsir
is used as a spray or dust, at the rate liable oils, or DDT in the form of a
of an ounce per 10 bushels of manure. wettable powder, are used to kill flies
(An excess of borax may injure some around buildings. ' The important
plants where more than 15 tons of thing is to get a deposit of DDT on
the surface where flies come to rest
treated manure is spread per acre.)
5. Fly traps are too well known to and for this reason any formulation
need description. They should be set used should contain at least 5 percent
where flies naturally congregate. They DDT, often 10 or 20 percent to assure
should be cleaned out at least when protection for a reasonable period. The
one-fourth full—for sanitary reasons, method of application is fully as im
portant as the strength of the material
the oftener the better.
6. Flies may be drawri out of a room used. The oil solution should be ap
by darkening all windows except for plied vftth a paint brush.
The emulsifiable oil may be applied,
a small opening on the brighter side
of the room. All flies will shortly find with a brush, broom, or a paint syrayer.
Wettable powders are safer to handle
their way out of a darkened room.
• 7. Several poison baits are used to than oil solutions. They are used in
control flies. Formalin 1 part in 19 spraying buildings and can be applied
parts water attracts fles and gives a to livestock. The distribution of DDT
satisfactory homemade fly poison. It is improved by the use of soy flour,
should be served in a shallow container glue, or blood albumin as a spreader.
such as a plate or saucer and gives best Calculate the amount of actual DDT
results where it is set on a window present and use half as much spreader.
Mix the spreader with a small amount
ledge o r in the sunny part of a room.
8.
The value of screens, fans, blow of water before adding to the tank and
ers, electrocutors,, and fly paper must do the .same, with the DDT. The
amount used will be governed by the
not be underestimated.
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length of time protection is required.
The application can be made with a
power sprayer or in the case of small
lots with a knapsack sprayer.
Use 20 to 40 pounds of a .20 percent
wettable powder in 100 gallons of water
'(12 ounces per gallon) or 16 to' 32
pounds of a 25 percent (10 ounces per
gallon) or 8 to 16 pounds of 50 percent
(6 ounces per gallon).
Avoid excess of lime in any DDT
spray.
DDT as. a wettable powder is as safe
as any of the arsenical sprays.
DDT is a new insecticide, and its
toxic possibilities in different formula
tions are not too well understood. The
following · precautions should be ob
served in dealing with this material.
1. Treat DDT in any form as a
poison, j - ■
2. Handle it carefully, not casually.
', 3. Do not get the oil solution on the
. skin or clothing. Where it accidently
contacts the skin, wash immediately
with soap and water.
4. Wear a mask to prevent inhaling
the mist while making an application.
5. Do not spray DDT on food or. on
utensils to be used in the preparation
of food.
6. Do not apply the oil solutions on
animals.
Cockroaches: Cockroaches present
an entirely different problem than flies.
We import our cockroaches. The spe
cies infesting dwellings, warehouses,
• and other heated buildings are tropical
and subtropical species , which have
been able to adapt· themselves td con
ditions such as exist in our buildings.
O f' the dozen or more species which
■find their way up to us from time to
time, only three have been able to estab
lish themselves permanently, and while
other species may appear occasibnally,
their appearance usually does not war
rant control measures.
The following species require con
trol measures:
The, German cockroach, Blatella
gerinanica, sometimes known as the
Croton bug, measures slightly over
one-half inch in length. The sexes are

similar in color and appearance, being
light brown with two distinct dark
brown, longitudinal stripes on the
thorax and with wing covers extending
slightly beyond the tip of the abdomen.
Each female produces 6 or 8 egg
capsules and each capsule contains 48
eggs. The eggs hatch in from 3 to
6 weeks and the nymphs mature in 6
to 8 mbnths. The adults live for 6 to
8 months after maturity. Under most
conditions th is 'is the predominating
species.
The American cockroach, Periplaneta americana, is the largest species
infesting Michigan homes. It^ thrives
at a temperature range of 70° F. to
80° F. where there is an abundance of
moisture and food.
The two sexes are similar in appear
ance, measuring from 1]/2 to 2 inches
in length and with wing cover extend
ing t o . or beyond the tip of the
abdomen.
They live for .3 to 5 years, and each
female produces about 90 egg capsules,
each containing 16 eggs. These hatch
in about 2 months and' the nymphs
reach maturity in 9 to 18 months.
. The Australian cockroach, Perieplaneta' ausiralasiae, resembles the Ameri
can cockroach but is slightly smaller
and the golden yellow band ornamentin the thorax is extended down the
front margin of the wing cover. This
species occurs occasionally but is not
established in the state. It is occa
sionally imported with fruit or other
merchandise from the South.
The Oriental cockroach, Blatta
orientalis, sometimes known as the
“black .beetle” is not general in'its dis
tribution as either the American or the
German cockroach. It is a notorious
scavenger often found around slaugh
ter houses, garbage dumps, incinera
tors, sewers, and drain pipes. It is
also very fond, of fresh bread and may
become a problem around bakeries.
The uniform, dark, reddish-brown
adults are about 1. inch long. The wing
covers qf the males cover about 24 of
the abdomen while those of the females
are mere stumps. Each female pro
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duces about 14 egg capsules, each con
taining 16 eggs. The eggs hatch in
7 to 12 weeks, and the nymphs reach
maturity in about 10 months. Mature
specimens live about 10 months.
Several factors tend to complicate
cockroach control. The eggs are usu
ally laid between walls, under floors
or behind some stationary object. The
eggs are laid over a protracted period
and roaches in all stages of develop
ment are present. Both adults and
young shun daylight, and in this way
a serious infestation may build up be
fore it is discovered. In buildings
when cockroaches can get to water,
they do not respond to baits attractive
in dry places, and where there is an
excess of moisture dusts are not
effective.
Cochroach Control
. Prevention: Good housekeeping de
prives cockroaches of breeding quar
ters. To do this, eliminate cracks,
crevices, boxes, etc., in which they
may hide. This together with prompt
destruction of garbage and proper stor
age of food supplies will go a long way
toward preventing a serious infestation.
Control: Powders containing pyrethrum or thiocyanate or combinations
of these materials and sodium fluoride
>are the most satisfactory control in
dry places because powders will float
, into cracks apd out-of-the-way places
and remain effective for a longer period
than sprays. In addition to blowing
the powder into hiding places, it may
be utilized by spreading in thin layers
on shelves and-covering with paper or
spreading beneath trunks, boxes, or
furniture. .
C
'Phosphorus Paste: Rotting vege
tables, fruits, or warm bread smeared
with a 2 to 3 percent phosphorus paste
or where it is spread on boards or
paper has been successfully used to
kill cockroaches. It is particularly
··, useful in damp places where powders
-fail.
, The following are 7 separate sugges
tions for homemade roach powders and
. they are presented in order of effective
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ness. Thiocyanate 2 percent may be
substituted for pyrethrum or starch for
pyrophyllite.
1. Pyrethrum
per
cent pyrethrins) .. 20 percent
Sodium fluoride . . . . 10 percent
Pyrophyllite . . . . . . . 70 percent
2. Sodium fluoride . . . . 25 percent
Pyrophyllite............ 75 percent
3. Sodium fluosilicate
(fine) .................. 50 percent
Pyrophyllite............ 50 percent
4. Boric acid
5. Powdered borax (fine)
6. Sabadilla
7. DDT
Commercial roach powders are made
from the same materials and by similar
formulas. There are many good com
mercial roach powders.
In dry situations a self servicing
roach poison station may be made by
filling a bottle with a wick or a drink
ing fountain for chickens 'with a solu
tion of 1 tablespoonful of borax in one
quart of water.
Cockroach powders made from Saba
dilla, DDT, pyrethrum, thiocyanates,
borax, or bbric acid are considered nonpoisonous to warm-blooded animals,
while those containing sodium fluoride,
sodium fluosilicate, or phosphorus are
poisonous.
Sabadilla, at 20-percent grade or
even higher concentration can be used
to kill - roaches. The German roach
appears to be especially susceptible to
this powder.
DDT kills cockroaches.. The initial
application tends to disturb them and
they scatter out Over the premises, but
where a 5- or 10-percent powder is
applied.at regular intervals the control
is more satisfactory than where ordi
nary roach powders are used. In
damp places where powders are not
effective, DDT dissolved in oil used
as a 5- to 10-percent solution and in
jected back of baseboards or wherever1
cockroaches hide gives a kill over a
prolonged period. DDT dissolved in
oil is poison to warm blooded animals.
Where it comes in contact with the skin
wash immediately with soap arid water*
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Factors Which May Affect the Sanitary Quality
of a W ater Supply*
La Rue L. M iller
C h ief, D ivision o f E nvironm ental Sanitation, M ichigan D epartm ent o f H ea lth
L ansing, M ich.

dairy or milk sanitarian should
T he
be able to recognize the various fac
tors which may affect the sanitary
quality of a water supply, since a safe
water is highly important and essential
for every phase of the dairy industry
whether it is the producer farm, milk
depot, cream station, or processing
plant.
It would be very difficult if not im
possible to satisfactorily operate any
one of the various steps in the produc
in g ' or processing of dairy products
without an adequate water supply and
to process such products it is very es
sential from a health protection stand
point that the supply of water be of a
safe, satisfactory quality. When a mu
nicipal or public water supply is avail
able, connection to it should be made,
since it probably provides the safest
and most reliable supply which could
be secured.
Typie, location, construction, and
operation are all important factors in
determining the quantity and quality
of a water, supply. Let us take each
item separately and consider how the
supply may be affected by it.
I. Type. Water supplies may be
divided into two general types: (a)
surface supply; (b) underground
supply!
. (a) A surface water supply is one
obtained from a lake or stream and
cannot be considered satisfactory with
out some degree of treatment to make
sure that disease producing organisms
will not be transmitted by it. A spring,
the source of which is within 10 feet
of the ground surface, should be placed
* Presented a t th e D airy Inspectors’ Course held
a t M ichigan S tate College, A pril 9-13, 1945.

in this classification. After the spring
has been developed it may be quite
difficult to determine the source espe
cially where there is no enclosure with
an inspection manhole. When it is
apparent that the area within a radius
of ISO feet of the accepted source of
the spring is free from surface con
tamination which might come from
privies, septic tanks, seepage pits, dis
posal fields, etc.; and when the flow
is relatively uniform and does not in
crease immediately after a heavy rain
nor dries up completely; and where
a series of water samples have shown
safe analyses, approval of such a water
supply would be justified.
Rain water which is oftentimes col
lected from roofs and stored in cisterns
should be classified as a surface supply.
A surface water supply obtained
from lakes or streams, shallow springs,
and cistern water should first be filtered
to remove all suspended material after
which the entire supply should be chlo
rinated. Although there are a number
of satisfactory ways in which this may
be done, they all involve close supervisidn and regular attention and this
type of water supply cannot be recom
mended where either driven or drilled
wells, which will produce a suitable
water, can be'secured.·
(b) An underground water supply
is one obtained from a point at least
10·feet below the ground surface usu
ally by means of a well. Wells may
be designated as dug or bored, driven
and drilled.,
Dug wells are usually in excess of
2 feet in diameter, while the majority
of bored wells are less than 12 inches
in diameter. Dug or bored wells are
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rarely more than 35 feet in depth and
the majority of dug wells are less than
25 feet deep. The walls of dug wells
are ordinarily poured concrete, vitrified
clay pipe, concrete pipe, timber, brick,
or stone, while most bored wells are
constructed with concrete or vitrified
clay pipe. It is difficult to construct a
dug well so the wall and platform will
prevent surface water from gaining
access to the supply and therefore this
type of well should not be recom
mended whenever a drilled or driven
well can be secured. In localities
where the upper soil formation is quite
dense and where no or very thin water
bearing formations are encountered,
dug wells are necessary for storage
especially where salt, oil, or gas ren
ders the deeper ground water useless.
Driven wells are usually constructed
of 1% inch iron pipe and are less than
50 feet in depth. The advantages of this
type of well is low initial cost, both
from a material and labor standpoint,
since little equipment and no trained
personnel are required. The disad
vantage of a driven well is the difficulty
of maintenance. The entire casing
must be pulled up to replace a screen;
there is no simple way to prevent freez
ing in cold weather without jeopardiz
ing the safety of the supply; the upper
part of the casing usually acts as a
suction pipe and should a break occur
near the ground surface contamination
of the supply could easily result.
Drilled wells are constructed of iron
pipe 2 inches or more in diameter and
may be as deep as several hundred feet.
This type of well is very permanent and
extreme care should be exercised in
its location. While the services of a
skilled person and special equipment
are required during construction and
maintenance, it is seldom necessary to
abandon a properly located and con
structed drilled well.
In considering the type of a water
supply and how it may affect the sani
tary quality of the water, you should
look with suspicion upon springs and
surface water supplies. First choice
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should be given to drilled wells and
second choice may be given to driven
wells. A special type of well which
would be least affected 'by possible sur
face contamination1would be an arte
sian or flowing well. Since the casing
is under pressure, at all times, there is
little chance that anything could enter
this special type of Well.
Since the majority of water supplies
coming to the attention of» milk sani
tarians will be from wells, the following
discussion will be limited, for the most
part, to this type of supply.
II.
Location. A well site should be
selected so that two things are
accomplished.
1st. The area immediately surround
ing the casing should be free from
flooding with surface water.
2nd. Sources of possible contamina
tion such as privies, septic tanks, cess
pools, seepage pits,. sewer lines, dis
posal fields, etc., should be far enough
away so that the source of the water
supply will not be endangered.
A well site in order to be free from
flooding should be on high ground and
the well casing should preferably ex
tend above the surface of the surround
ing ground. Where· a natural site
which slopes away from the casing in
all directions cannot be found, the
same degree of protection can be pro
vided by extending the casing - ’a few
feet above the natural ground elevation'
and forming a mound by filling in with
clay or-clay loam. Before a well is
located in or near a basement, you
should make sure there is no history
of the basement flooding and that there
is a drain provided which functions
properly.
It is very difficult to state in feet the
safe distance between a water supply
and possible sources of contamination
due to the presence of so many un
known and- variable factors. Some of
these factors a re : type of soil forma
tions between the ground surface and
source of supply; direction and rate
of ground water flow; elevation of the
ground water table and degree of
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fluctuation; and amount of draw-down
at various pumping' rates. If all of the
above factors could be determined
under circumstances which would pro^
duce maximum hazardous conditions
you might arrive at some such figure as
36 feet or 58 feet as a distance neces
sary to isolate a well from a certain
.source of contamination. Since it is
impractical to do this it becomes necessary to base requirements oh findings
resulting from actual field tests made
by various health agencies.
A private well equipped with a hand
pump or a small power pump-having
■a capacity of not more than 20 gallons
per minute should be located at least
50 feet from sources of contamination
such as privies, septic tanks, seepage
pits, open joint sewers, disposal fields,
'etc. Where a pumping rate of over
20 g-p.m. is required this distance
should be increased to 75 feet. These
isolation distances apply to suction lines
.as well as to the casing. Buried or
unexpbsed sewers should be located
not closer than 30 feet from a well cas
ing Or suction pipe while an exposedsewer located in a frequented place
may be as close as 10 feet. All sewers
located within 50. feet of a well should
be constructed of cast iron soil pipe,
with watertight joints.
. The rate and direction of flow of the
.ground1 water is the most important
single factor in ' determining the loca
tion of a well. Contamination will
travel vertically downward until it en: counters the' ground water level, and
. then moves horizontally in a narrow
path in the direction of the ’ground
water flow. It is therefore easy to· see
that a well directly in the path of con
tamination does not have the same
- degree of protection as a well not in
the path of contamination.
. It· is very difficult to determine the
direction of flow of ground water but
it is usually toward a near-by lake
or stream. When there is no near-by
body of water the direction of flow may
to some extent be indicated by the gen
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eral direction of the surface drainage.
III.
Construction. After the site of
the well has been chosen it is important
that good materials and good work
manship be used in its construction.
There is' a definite relationship be
tween the depth of a well and its ability
to produce safe water at all times.
Shallow wells are more likely to show
unsafe samples than are deep wells.
The minimum depth at which safe
water can be obtained will vary with
different soil formations and surround
ing conditions. It is recommended that
all wells be 25 feet or more in depth.
In no case should water be drawn from
a depth of less than 10 feet if deeper
.water can be obtained. In bases where
the well is less than 25 feet in depth,
adequate protection by means of an
impervious layer of soil or ample sub
mergence qf. the screen is necessary.
The top of the screen should be at least
5 feet below the ground water table for
wells where a pumping rate of less than
20 g.p.m. is required. For wells hav
ing a higher pumping rate the distance
should be increased.
In hand pump installations the well
top or platform should be a water-tight
reinforced concrete slab of a minimum
thickness of 4 inches, extending at
least 2 feet from the well casing in all
directions. The slab should rest on
compact earth. The surface of the slab
at its outer edges should be 4 inches
above the surrounding ground surface.
The concrete should be sloped from the
well casing to the edges of the slab.
Hand pumps should be so con
structed that the spout is of the closed,
downward directed type; that there is
a tight connection between the pump
rod and the body of the pum p; that the
base be of the solid one-piece recessed
type cast integrally with or threaded
to the pUmp column or stand;'and that
the base be of sufficient diameter to
permit the well casing, or pipe sleeve
to extend at least one inch above the
platform or pedestal on which the
pump will rest. The pump should be
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rigidly fastened to the platform or above the highest known flood stage or
pedestal and suitable gaskets or other to a gravel pocket which is above the
means should be employed to insure ground water table and is removed
from contact with sewage or other
a water-tight connection.
Power pumps should either be di wastes. When it is necessary to pro-'
rectly screwed to the casing or when vide an access manhole for a frost pit
placed immediately over the well cas- or underground pump room a collar
.ing or pipe sleeve, should have a water at least 2 inches high should be pro
tight metal base to form a cover for vided to act as a “dam” around the
the well. The base plate of power opening and the cover should have an
pumps, should be so constructed that overlapping edge to prevent the en
the casing or pipe sleeve will extend trance of surface water or foreign
1
up into the base to a point at least one material.
inch above the level of a 12 inch con
While any one 6f the above-mencrete pedestal. The base plate should , tioned conditions might be the cause
be so constructed as to prevent the of a well becoming contaminated, the
accumulation of waste water at this greatest danger is from water from the
point. When an air-relief valve is surface or from very near the surface
necessary the opening into the vent line entering the well and carrying contami
should be at least 24 inches above the nation with it. Therefore, it becomes
pump room floor and the open end very important that the casing remains
screened or protected against the pos watertight, that it extends above the
sibility of contamination entering the ground surface and is not subject to
vent. T h e:discharge tee from power flooding, and that it is connected to
pumps; should be above the pump room the pump by a watertight connection or
floor.
extends at least one inch above the .
In power pump installations well platform or pedestal.
heads, well casings, pumps, pumping
IV.
Operation.. The same precau
machinery or suction pipes should not tions necessary to guard against post
be located in any pit,· room or space contamination of a pasteurized milk
extending below ground level, or in supply are also important in a water
any room or space above ground which supply. It would be useless to go
is walled in or otherwise enclosed un to a lot of trouble regarding the well
less it has free drainage by gravity to site, the type of construction and the
the surface of the ground. Pipes to ' quality of the materials used in devel
accomplish this drainage should be oping the supply if such things as cross
cast iron with leaded joints and should connection, back-siphonage, disinfec
not be connected^ to a sanitary sewer tion after repair work, use of open
or to pipes _carrying sewage. These storage reservoirs, etc., were not con
pipes' may be located as dose as 2 feet sidered as possible factors which might
to a well casing* provided they dis affect the Sanitary quality of the_ water
charge pnly to the ground surface at an supply. These factors will 'be classified
elevation above the highest known flood under the'heading operation.
stage. , The cast iron pipe should be
Disinfection is an item that should
carried to a point at least 4 feet outside never he neglected, whether it be a
the basement or pit wells and connected new well, an old one which has under
to other suitable pipes which discharge gone repairs or one which has become
at least 30 feet from any ground water contaminated accidentally.. All that
supply.
■
anyone needs to do is watch a well
In hand pump installations where a driller at work and immediately one,
frost pit is used, it should be drained realizes why new wells show contami
to the ground surface at an elevation nation. The drills, the bailer, the rope
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or .'cable, all lie around on the ground
and usually in muddy places. Storage
and handling of new pipe is seldom
.done in a sanitary manner and little or
ho precaution is exercised to clean the
pipe before it is installed.
After completion of a new well and
following repairs on an old one disin
fection by use of a chlorine solution
should always be done. This safeguard
to wells is just as essential as sterilizing
milk utensils and pipe lines after use
if' bacterial contamination is to be
controlled.
’
Mention was made under the sec
tion on construction that there should
be no physical connection between a
safe water supply and an Unsafe supply.
Whenever two supplies exist, one
which is safe and the other unsafe,
there is danger of two'things happen
ing. First that the unsafe supply may
accidentally be used for the safe supply
" and second that the two supplies be
come cross connected by a stranger or
someone unfamiliar with the piping
systems during the installation or oper
ation of equipment. By simply placing
a section of hose between two faucets,
one connected to the unsafe water sys
tem, the other connected to the safe
supply, a cross connection could be set
up which might cause disastrous re
sults in a milk plant or creamery. When
, there are two water supplies available
and the safe supply is not adequate in
quantity at all times there is always the
danger of substituting the unsafe sup*
ply for part if not all of the needs.
At times there may be a need for
priming pumps and any water used
for this purpose should be examined
carefully. Unless a portion of the well
supply is retained in a priming tank
the priming water is usually obtained
from some questionable source and
therefore must be considered of an
' unsafe quality· Although it may be
well water stored in a barrel or open
tank for dipping or draining into the
well, all such handling adds to the pos
sibility of contaminating the supply.
. In certain water systems open stor
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age reservoirs or open surge tanks are
sometimes installed. Open tanks are
subject to contamination from dust and
dirt and there is considerable danger of
birds, animals, and insects getting into
such tanks. All tanks connected to a
safe water system should be covered
and inspection entrances should be
fitted with tight covers or doors.
Certain pieces of equipment which
come in contact with contaminated ma
terials and which are connected to
sewer lines as well as the water supply
may be subject to back-siphonage.
This can be especially true when such
equipment is located on the second
floor and the water system is drained.
Any-toilet fixtures or pieces of equip
ment of a- similar nature should be
equipped with’ vacuum breakers.
Many times a person who installs
a new well to replace an old one wants
to retain the old well as a stand-by in
cases of emergency even when the old
well cannot be approved for use. Usu
ally the old well will not function
should it ever be needed and it serves
only to endanger the sanitary quality
of the new well. An old abandoned
well could easily allow surface water
to enter an underground water-bearing
stratum and in cases where the two
wells are about the same depth the
„possibility of danger to the new well
is greatly increased. Old unused wells
should be properly abandoned by filling
in the casings with puddled clay
throughout their depth. After the clay
has been added the top section of the
■casing may be unscrewed and pulled
out of the ground. The resulting open
ing should be filled to the ground sur
face with puddled clay. Plugging or
capping the top of the casing, even with
a threaded or welded cap, does not pro
vide permanent protection to the
ground water. Iron or steel casings in
time deteriorate and develop leaks and
oftentimes their locations are forgotten
with the result that they become po
te n tia l hazards to all producing wells
in the locality. .
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Abandonment of a dug well should
be made by removing the top four feet
or more of the well wall and filling in
the well with clean earth tamped in
place.
Any mention of collecting water sam
ples for bacteriological examination
was left until the last since it is prob
ably the least important factor yet con
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sidered. I like to think of a water
sample as a tool to be used to make
sure nothing has been, overlooked in
the inspection of a properly located and
constructed well., A water sample
should be used as the final check to
make sure that no conditions exist
which cannot be determined by a thor
ough visual investigation.
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Factors to be Considered in the Design, Construction,
and Maintenance of a Sewage Disposal System*
La R ue L. M iller
Chief, Division of Environtnental Sanitation, Michigan Department of Health
Lansing, Mich.

states that there is-very little chance
that one particular method will ever
proper method of sewage or waste dis constitute a general method, applicable
posal in certain phases of the dairy in -to all milk plants. Local conditions
dustry, especially for a large milk vary too widely for this to be possible
processing plant. Needless to say from and methods entirely feasible at one
the standpoint of the owner the most place might not be practical at another.
No attempt will be made at this time
convenient method is to make connec
tion to a public or municipal sewer sys to outline the many factors involved
tem when available. In such cases the regarding the various methods of dis
responsibility for proper treatment and posal which have been employed for
disposal is usually shifted to the mu milk wastes, but it is highly important
nicipality or owner of the public sys to understand that septic tanks cannot
tem. This does not, hold true in the b e' recommended as a satisfactory
case of discharging wastes into a county method of" treatment. Professor El
drain since an amendment to the Michi dridge states in his “Studies on the
gan Drain Law, which went, into effect Treatment of Milk Products Waste”
January 9, 1945, makes it .unlawful to that “the use of septic tanks with a
- discharge or continue to discharge any very Jong detention period' has many
sewage or waste matter capable of pro -disadvantages”.
“Any number of
ducing in said drain detrimental de plants have attempted their use and
posits, objectionable odor nuisance, have been ’forced to abandon them be
injury to drainage conduits or struc- cause of odors and scUm troubles. The
. tures, or such pollution of the waters acid-producing constituents of the
of the State receiving the flow from wastes cause a precipitation of the
Said drain as to injure livestock, de 1 casein which is carried to the top of
stroy fish life, or be injurious to public the tank and soon produces a thick
.health.,
'
scum.·, Gas produced by the' septic ac
Many, attempts have been made to tion rises in the tanks and breaks up
devise some means of treatment for this scum which is then carried out
various types of milk wastes in such a of the tank .in the effluent.” .
way that they will not cause nuisances, Where a private disposal v system
create a health hazard or be detrimental must be provided for liquid wastes from
to fish life. As stated by Professor E. a milk house on a producer .farm or
F. Eldridge of Michigan State College, from a receiving station or bottling
one of the outstanding difficulties en plant of average capacity, one of two
countered in these attempts is the de methods may be practical and feasible
velopment of an effective process of from an economic standpoint. The
treatment which can be, applied to first -important recommendation in
' plants having only a small capital in either' method is to prevent undue
vestment. Professor Eldridge further waste which can be accomplished by
eliminating leaks in pipe lines, draining
■ * Presented a t the D airy Inspectors’ Course held
of milk cans and utensils before rinsing
a t M ichigan S tate College, A p ril 9-13, 1945.
is nothing which creates a
T here
greater problem than providing a
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or washing, and avoiding the dumping established to determine a convenient
of spoiled products into the disposal location, but where the only toilet seat
system. The' method most widely used is located in the house it is very prob
and one which is usually the most prac able that it will not be used by the men
tical is to discharge the wastes into an on a producer farm on all occasions.
underground seepage pit or tile dis By. observing the habits of employees,
posal field and depend on direct ab owners can determine the number and sorption into the surrounding soil. location of toilet facilities required. In
When the pit or field becomes clogged order' to encourage proper personal
a new one is constructed and in the hygiene hand washing facilities should
case of a seepage pit, connection is be convenient to the toilet.
made to the old pit rather than to
The type of facility which is the most,
by-pass it.
desirable and furnishes the best con
Another method may be used where veniences to the user is the flush toilet.
soil conditions at the milk house or This facility requires water under pres
plant are not suitable for direct absorp sure and when such a system is avail
tion. and that is broad irrigation at able little difficulty is encountered in
some removed location where sandy providing hand washing facilities with
ground can be found where liquids will hot and cold running water. When a
seep away. When an area can be found public sewer is not available a flush·
sufficiently removed from dwellings to toilet requires some type of private
prevent an odor or fly nuisance, this disposal system for the liquid wastes
method is very effective and quite eco produced in connection with its use.
nomical. The main cost being the time S eptic T a n k and D ispo sa l F ield or
and equipment required to haul the
S eepage P it
wastes to the disposal site. A tank
The
most
satisfactory sewage, dis
mounted on a trailer and equipped with
a discharge nozzle is the ideal type of posal system for household wastes both
equipment. It is sometimes necessary from an economic and operation, stand
' to provide a holding tank, and pump point is a septic tank connected to an
the wastes into the portable tank underground tile disposal field. In
wagon. Caution could be exercised to certain localities a disposal field may
see that wastes are not· held for long not be practicable due to soil condi;
periods since best results will be ob- tions. The porosity of the soil should
: tained if the wastes are not allowed be determined by percolation tests.
to' become acid through the natural Frohi the results of these tests it can be
determined if a disposal field may be
souring process of milk products.
, used and the amount of tile needed p e r1
/From' a disease prevention stand- person , to be served. In a very , few:
' point it is probably most important to special cases a seepage pit. might be
give first consideration to proper dis substituted in place of a disposal field.
posal of human excreta both on the The existence of a thin layer of clay
milk prodticer farm and at the various ■near the ground surface or the presence
.milk processing plants. As milk sani of many trees or a very limited avail
tarians we should educate and encour able space might favor the use of a
age people to provide sewage disposal seepage pit. . Since such a pit allows
facilities which are convenient and de contamination to proceed a consider
sirable to use. Unless toilet facilities able distance below the ground.surface
are so located as to be convenient to before purification begins, it does not
all who should use them, sanitary con afford the same degree of protection
ditions cannot be maintained and it to a water Supply as does a disposal
may be necessary to require additional field. For the same reason an aban
facilities at more than one location. doned well must never be used for the
There can be no definite standards disposal of sewage or septic tank
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wastes. Should such a practice ever a dosing chamber should be included
come to your attention, the state de whenever practical.
partment of health should be notified
When the various units of the dis
of the fact.
posal system are properly located in
. The capacity of the septic tank is relation to the well there is probably
usually designed on the basis of a 24 not too much reason to be interested in
hour detention period or, in other the particular materials used in their
words, the liquid capacity of the tank construction. A septic tank and dosing
should equal the amount of liquid chamber are sometimes constructed of
wastes produced in a 24 hour period. reinforced concrete, concrete block, vit
While about 30-50 gallons of liquid rified tile, plank, steel or other metals,
wastes will be produced by each person and little danger would result if a leak
in a family, no septic tank should have developed due to faulty construction,
less than 500 gallons liquid capacity. ’ use of porous materials, or deterioration
An easy way to remember the propor of materials, provided the well was far
tions for a septic tank is to concentrate enough away. If the leak were serious
on the number 5. 500 gallons capacity enough to prevent the particular unit
—50 inches water depth—5 feet long from functioning properly, the effi
and since we have three 5’s the width is ciency of treatment would he lowered
3 feet. The 3 and 5 feet are inside and from this standpoint the type of
dimensions.
material becomes important. We do
In planning a sewage disposal system know that the life of the ordinary com
two locations are important; that of the mercial septic tank made of 12 to 14
septic tank and that of the tile disposal gauge metal is seldom ov*er 12 years.
field and both should be at least 50 feet
The sewer extending from the house
from a well. Full details as to loca to the septic tank and from the tank
tions of sewer lines and other precau to the disposal field should be not less
tions to be considered for the protection than 4 inches in diameter, have a
of a water supply were outlined under fall per foot for the 4" size and when
a previous discussion. The tile field located within 50 feet from a well
should be located on a level plot of casing or suction pipe be constructed
ground of a sandv or gravelly nature of cast iron with watertight joints.
•preferably about 2 feet lower than the Four inch farm drain tile of vitrified
ground surface at the"septic tank, The clay should be used for the disposal
tile lines of the disposal field should field. These tile, in one foot lengths,
be about 12 but nqt more than 20 inches ' should be" laid level with the ends about
below the ground surface.
% inch apart. The trench for these
Where a sufficient fall can be se tiles should be dug about 18 inches
cured from the tank to the tile field a wide and about 4 inches deeper than
dosing chamber may be included in the the tiles are to be laid and this extra
to /4 inch
system. The dosing chamber is pro depth filled with gravel of
vided with a bell siphon or other auto in size. After the tiles are in place
matic dosing device which will dis more gravel should be added to com
tribute the tank effluent throughout the pletely surround the tile with a 4 inch
entire length of the tile lines. The layer before backfilled with ordinary
capacity of the tile lines should equal earth.
one dose of the dosing chamber and
It is realized that the milk sanitarian
there should be about 3 doses per day. will be unable to ascertain many of the
Intermittent dosing allows the tile lines factors concerning the design, con
to become completely free from liquid struction, and maintenance of the sew
thus becoming filled with air, and since age disposal system but certainly evi
oxygen is necessary to provide a high dence of sewage or liquid wastes
degree of treatment for the tank effluent discharging on the ground surface
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would be classified as improper opera
tion. Contrary to general belief, action
in the septic tank does not kill bac
teria, and disease producing organisms
could well survive conditions present
in the tank, A septic tank at peak
efficiency may remove not over one-half
of organic solids and as any one of you
would readily attest to the fact that
tank effluent is anything but a clear,
sparkling fluid, free from odors and
suitable to drink.
There are three or four questions
which are often asked concerning the
operation and maintenance of septic
tanks.
Question 1. How’ often should my
septic tank be cleaned ?
Answer. The tank should be exam
ined periodically (every 18 months)
to determine if too much sludge or
scum is accumulating. When the total
thickness of the scum and sludge ex
ceeds 2 feet the tank should be cleaned.
Cleaning should take place in the
spring rather than in the fall to avoid
' loading the tank with undigested solids
during the winter months.
Question 2. Will soapy, greasy
water from the sink, shower, bathtub
or laundry prevent proper action in
the tank?
Answer. It has been repeatedly
found that when the septic tank is of
the proper size and design it will handle
all those Wastes from the average home
without trouble. For the average
household a separate grease trap or
interceptor is not recommended.
Question 3. Will chemicals used to
clean toilet bowls injure the tank or
prevent septic action ?
It is probable that an unusual
amount of waste of an acidic nature
might interfere with the normal action
in the tank but the amounts of such
materials commonly used in domestic
processes are too small to be the cause
of trouble. The tank contents are nor
mally alkaline enough to neutralize any
acidity which would ordinarily be
added.
Question 4. Should the wastes from
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a milk house be connected to the septic
tank?
Answer. Liquid wastes containing
some milk solids such as those result
ing from rinsing or washing milk pails,
strainers, and milking machines, will
probably not be detrimental to the
action of the septic tank. There is
one practice which should definitely
be avoided, and that is the dumping
of several gallons of whole or skim
milk into the septic, tank.
C esspool

A cesspool is a covered pit with
open-joint side walls into which raw
sewage is discharged and is sometimes
substituted for a septic tank and dis
posal field. The liquid portion of the
wastes entering a cesspool is disposed
of by seepage or leaching into the sur
rounding porous soil, the solids or
sludge being retained in the pit. With
this type of system the sewage enters
the ground at such a depth that little
assistance can be expected from natural
purifying agencies and harmful bac
teria along with liquids soak into the
ground, endangering nearby wells. Due
to this fact the use of cesspools should
be discouraged and in order to ade
quately protect a well an isolation dis
tance of as much as 150-200 feet may
be necessary, depending on soil con
ditions and the depth of the cesspool
and the well under consideration.
Since the solids are not removed be
fore sewage is emptied into a cesspool
the openings in the soil tend to seal
up quickly, thereby reducing the leach
ing area which often results in complete
stoppage. This condition causes the
cesspool to overflow and create a defi
nite health hazard.
P it P rivy — S eptic T o ilet —
C h e m ic a l C loset

Due to economic reasons or where a
water pressure system is not practicable
because of freezing conditions a sani
tary pit privy, septic toilet, or chemical
closet affords a safe sanitary method
of sewage disposal.
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In most states there is a definite and approximately 2 feet laterally,
state law and many times regulations though in significant numbers only
adopted in connection therewith which 1 foot.
definitely relate to this type of sewage
The superstructure or building used
disposal. In Michigan Adt 273 of the as a privy or outhouse has little or
P. A. 1939 is in effect, but I wish to nothing to do with the sanitary dis
call your attention to Sec. 4 of this Act posal of sewage. Psychologically it
which exempts any privy located out may have something to do with proper
side the corporate limits of any city maintenance but that is all. A few
or village which is more than 200 yards years ago most specifications for a sani
from a residence other than the resi tary privy required the covers for the
dence the privy serves, or more than seat openings to be self-closing but it
200 yards from any other place where is now considered better oractice to
food, milk, or drink is served, stored, require a hinged lid which is not self
or prepared for human consumption. closing and depend upon the user to
While no legal opinion or test case has see that it is kept closed when not in
been made regarding this section, the use. Any privy that has a pit of ample
Michigan Department of Health has capacity, a good tight floor, a well con
considered any privy, septic toilet, or structed riser, a hinged seat cover and
chemical closet located on a milk pro a vent which is properly screened meets
ducer farm to be subject to Act 273 all of the requirements for this type of
and regulations adopted in connection sewage disposal.
therewith.
The practice of cleaning a privy has
Since these regulations include de become rather general and will be hard
tails in a concise manner I believe there to eliminate, but from a health protec
is no need in re-stating, them in this tio n standpoint it is very important
discussion. The essential features are that a pit be provided for every privy
that privies or outhouses be fly-proof, and the'building moved to a new pit
rodent proof, and not subject to surface when material reaches a point about
flooding. The location in relation to 1 foot below the ground elevation. Any
wells was outlined in a previous dis time you give instructions to provide
cussion under water supply, but since a pit make sure you also state that a
this type of sewage disposal utilizes wood crib be used to prevent cave-in
little or no water there is probably the which would undermine the foundation
least chance of contamination to the for the building and expose fecal ma
source of water supply than from any terial to flies and rodents. Educate
other, type. Caldwell in her experi- people to furnish earth pits for privies
ments with the Field Research Labora and all material removed from septic
tory of the Alabama State Dept, of tank type privies and chemical closets
Health in 1932—33 states that—from should be buried with an earth cover
a dry pit latrine (i.e., not receiving ing of at least 12 inches in thickness
fluid other than from excreta) located and in a location more than 200 feet
in an area of high ground water of from any domestic water supply, lake,
comparatively rapid flow there was no or stream.
contamination of test wells located in
It is hoped that the various factors
the path of flow 5 feet from the pit, covered in the subjects on water supply
when the water table in general was and sewage have not been in too much
1.5 to 2.0 feet below the pit floor and detail, however, every milk sanitarian
within 6 inches for a period of a month should be familiar with the health rea
after beginning use. Even when 100 son back of his recommendations.
gallons of water was added to such'a Everyone in this field of work should
; p it each day, colon organisms trav be able to give the reason why and the
elled 6 but not 7 feet beneath the pit best way to become familiar with de
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tails is to actually do the work. I
therefore suggest you roll up your
sleeves and help with some of the man
ual labor when the occasion presents
itself. Put on a demonstration on
proper septic tank.construction or per
sonally supervise the construction of
a well house and should the plumber
or well driller be present, there should
result three promoters of good health
practices instead of one. You should
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remember that the plumber and well
driller contact the owner last and if
his views do not coincide with yours
there may be a disappointment on your
part of the final job. There is no real
reason why various agencies do not talk
the same language because there must
be a fundamental reason for every fun
damental recommendation in the field
of sanitation and in the protection of
health. ■
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Because of today’s multiplicity of sci
entific and technical instruments and
the tremendous extension of the use
of instruments which came in the war
years, the Polytechnic Institute - of
Brooklyn; as a new' departure in an
engineering curriculum, is offering four
graduate courses dealing exclusively
with instruments. ■
Offered as a group as a means of
bringing together the fundamentals in
the theory and application of instru
ments and instrumental controls, two
of the courses will start with the fall
term which opens Tuesday, October
2nd, and two will be given during the
spring term.
Designed to give graduate engineers
a much, better start in the field of instrumehtation than is possible through
developing their knowledge in conjunction with a single industry, these
courses will provide a study of the
tools used in science and engineering
as they are bound up with and used
interchangeably in all of the engineering fields, such as mechanical, electrical,
chemical and aeronautical. The modem
hydraulic, pneumatic, electric and electronic industrial control equipment;
the amplifier and thyratron circuits
and vacuum-tube voltmeter of electronic.s;' and the. synchros, electronic

systems, amplidynes, rot-o-trols, hy
draulic motors and anti-hunt devices
of servomechanisms are included in the
range of instruments and instrumental
controls to be covered in the courses.
According to Dr. Raymond E. Kirk,
dean of the Graduate School, up to
the present time specific courses have
not been organized about the perform
ance and operation of instruments as
such. In the future even more will be
done with instruments than in the past
and, because of the growing complexity
of instruments, it will be increasingly
necessary for engineers to have a direct
means of familiarizing themselves with
the field as a whole.
,
The two fall courses are Principles
of Electronics, which is a class and
laboratory course for students who
have not majored in electrical engineer
ing; and Instrumentation, a course pre
senting the analysis of the Static and
dynamic performance of measuring and
indicating instruments. The two spring
courses are Industrial Application of
Instruments, which is designed to
familiarize the.engineer with the appli
cation of measuring and indicating in
struments for industrial purposes ; and
Servomechanisms, which will present
the principles of servomechanism con
trol systems.
.
'
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New Law Covers Registration of Laboratories
Examining Milk or Milk Products
Friend L ee M ickle, Sc.D,
Director, Bureau of Laboratories, State Department of Health
Hartford, Conn.
n ew

law, Section 601h of the 1945

Supplement to the General Stat
A
utes, becomes effective October 1, 1945,
in Connecticut. At a meeting on Au
gust 2, 1945, the Public Health Council
of the State Department of Health
amended Regulation 40-D of the Con
necticut Sanitary Code, effective Octo
ber 1, 1945, to carry out the provisions
of the new law.
Beginning October 1, 1945, any per
son, firm or corporation is forbidden
by Section 601h of the 1945 Supple
ment to the General Statutes to operate
or maintain a laboratory in Connecti
cut in which any determination, exami
nation or analysis is made of any sam
ple of milk, cream, frozen dessert, milk
product or milk beverage, or of any
container or package used or intended
to be used for holding any such prod
uct, until that laboratory has been
“registered" with the State Department
of Health. Registration is a simple
procedure and consists of furnishing
to the Department the name of the
laboratory, its location, the name of the
person or persons owning or operating
it, and such additional information as
may be required regarding the tests
made and the equipment and the per
sonnel of the laboratory. The labora
tory testing of any of the products
named above, no matter where carried
on, is deemed by the law to constitute
operating or maintaining a laboratory.
Nothing other than registration is re
quired of any laboratory so long as the
results of the laboratory findings are
used solely by the person, firm or cor
poration 'that operates the laboratory.
Under Section 601h of the 1945 Sup-

plement to the General Statutes “ap
proval” of a laboratory is required
before any laboratory results or find
ings on any of the products mentioned
above, or any interpretation thereof,
may be reported for use by any person,
firm or corporation other than the one
maintaining the laboratory. Applica
tion to the State Department of Healthfor approval must be made on blanks
that will be provided for the purpose.
Under Regulation 40-D of the Sani
tary Code as it has been revised, such
laboratories as are approved will be
given a certificate of approval for mak
ing specified determinations,* examina
tions or analyses and the laboratory
will then be designated as a laboratory
approved for making those particular
examinations. Certificates may be re
voked or suspended at the discretion
of the Department if at any time the
standard of performance is found to
be below that required of an approved
laboratory. Certificates also routinely
expire at the end of each calendar year.
As is specified in Regulation 40 of
the Sanitary Code, as revised, the re
quirements and standards for approval
of milk and milk products laboratories
are based upon the ability and qualifi
cations, as determined by investigation
or examination, of the person in charge
of the laboratory; upon adequate and
suitable housing, equipment and appa
ratus ; and upon agreement on the part
of the person in charge to adhere to
the standards upon which approval is
based.
The provisions of Section 601h of
the 1945 Supplement to the General
Statutes do not apply to any laboratory
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established for the purpose of provid
ing data for state or federal officials for
the enforcement of dairy and pure food
laws nor to any person engaged in the
weighing, sampling or testing of milk
or cream which is to be bought or sold
on the basis of butter fat content under
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the provisions of Section 2464 of the
General Statutes, as amended. It ap
plies to all other laboratories and per
sons, and a fine of not more than $100
is provided for any person, firm or cor
poration who violates any provision of
the law.

R E SE A R C H REVEALS N E W C O N C E P T A B O U T BUTTER
Two years' study of the fatty acids fatty acids were fed. The acids of the
■of butter at the University of Rochester volatile group were considerably less
have already revealed interesting and effective in this respect.
Relationship between body growth
! vital information concerning butterfat.
This research is entering its third year and the vitamin A content of the liver
; under the direction of Dr. W. R. Bloor, was observed. The animals which had
;■a renowned authority on the chemistry received the liquid fatty acids grew best
: of fats. It is financed by the American and stor'ed about twice as much vitamin
; Dairy Association, through the super- A in their livers as did the animals
Lvision of the National Dairy Council, which had received the solid fatty acids.
i as one phase of the correlated research Those which-had been fed the volatile
l program of the dairy industry. The fatty acid not only made the poorest
t project is designed to reveal clear-cut growth, but also stored the least
I information on the chemical composi- amount of vitamin A. The entire
i tion and nutritional importance of the supply of vitamin A for the animals fed
( fatty acids of butter.
on the various fatty acid fractions was
These fatty acids w^re first extracted derived from raw carrot, and conse
i; from butterfat and purified. They were quently, the storage of vitamin A in the
• then separated into one volatile, two animals fed the whole butter cannot
ΐ liquid, and two solid fractions. Each be compared with that of the animals
I of the resulting five fractions was fed the various fatty acid fractions.
: mixed with a basal ration of whole The storage of vitamin A induced by
I wheat flour, non-fat dry milk solids, the butter diet was relatively great
and salt. These five diets were fed to since the supply was derived from both
j rats, and the effects on growth were butter and raw carrot.
This preliminary research report in
compared with those observed when a
I diet containing whole butter was fed. dicates definitely that the chemical com
Since the vitamin A was destroyed in position of a food fat helps to determine
the process of fractionating the butter, the nutritive efficiency of other foods.
raw carrot was fed, as a dairy course It is highly probable, therefore, that
of carotene (pro vitamin A) to the ani some fats are more efficient than others
mals receiving the fatty acid diet. A in so faf as their influence on utilization
supplement of vitamin D was given to of the carotene of a mixed diet is
' all the animals. The animals had free concerned.
Much evidence in scientific literature
access to the food and careful records
suggests that in butterfat nature has
"of food consumption were kept.
From the results reported by Dr. achieved the optimal composition of a
Bloor it seems obvious that the fatty fat. This is very significant since, ac
acids, which have special growth pro cording to a recent Government survey,
moting value,-are found in the liquid over one-half of'the vitamin A potency
or Unsaturated fractions. Weight gains of the average American diet is derived’
similar to those induced by whole but vfrom vegetables—foods which are vir
terfat were observed when the liquid tually fat free.
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D D T —Its Possibilities and Limitations*
Η. H.

SCHWARDT

Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

ΤΛΟΤ which has the formidable chem■ ical name dichloro-diphenyl-trichloroethane was brought into the
United States in 1942. Limited tests
of its insecticidal value were made by
the U, S. Bureau of .Entomology in
1943 and larger scale investigations by
both state and federal agencies followed
in 1944 and ,1945. The general op
timism with which entomologists re
gard this new material was well ex
pressed in an official statement pub
lished during their national meeting
in December, 1944. The statement
read in part, “We feel that never in the
history of entomology has a chemical
been discovered that offers such prom
ise to mankind for relief from his insect
'problems as DDT. There are limitations and qualifications however.”
• Some of the interesting possibilities
which DDT offers a re :
1. The eradication of the hpuse fly
in urban areas and nearly com
plete freedom from its annoyance
and danger in rural, areas,
2. The eradication of malaria from
the United States.
3. The control if not the eradication
- of typhus and other louse borne
diseases.
4. Very effective control of bedbugs,
fleas, leafhoppers, · Japanese bee
tles, flea beetles, potato bugs,
thrips, forest insects, soil insects,
stored grain insects, mosquitoes,
black flies, related biting gnats,
and many others.
On the limitation side a r e '
* Presented a t regional conference of D airy
S an itarian s in Rochester, N . Y.,. September 27,
1946.

1. The possible toxicity of DDT in
some forms to man and his do
mestic animals, and to certain
plants.
2. The da'nger of killing bees, para
sitic and predaceous insects, fish,
, frogs, birds, and other beneficial
forms of animal life.
3. The relative ineffectiveness of
DDT against certain serious pests
notably the cotton boll weevil,
the Mexican bean beetle, the
alfalfa snout beetle, grasshoppers,
and certain mites.
4. The probable difficulty of remov
ing DDT _from products which
must meet residue tolerances.
Pure DDT is , a white crystalline
substance insoluble in water but soluble
to yarious degrees, in many organic
solvents including cyclohexanone, ace
tone, benzene, xylene, and kerosene.
Its ra te ' of evaporation is very low, a
, fortunate property from the insecti
cidal point of view since it gives DDT
its remarkable residual effects.
DDT lends itself readily to a variety
of useful formulations. Mixed with
pyrrophyllite it can be ground to a
fineness suitable for agricultural dust
ing operations. By the addition of a
wetting agent these dusts are made
water dispersable and used'as sprays.
Dissolved in an organic solvent such
as kerosene, DDT can be sprayed on
interior surfaces of buildings without
leaving an objectionable white residue.
, Emulsions of such solutions are equally
suitable for interior spraying and1are
also useful for louseproofing clothing
and moth proofing fabrics. When
Small deposits of extremely fine par-
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tides are called for, D D T' dissolved in troughs and drinking fountains were
an organic solvent can be dispersed in not covered but care was taken not to
direct the spray into these receptacles.
aerosol or fog form.
DDT is an inexpensive insecticide Though it probably was unnecessary,
because it is effective at very low con animals were removed from the basis
centrations, and its long residual effects during the spraying operation. The
make frequent applications unnecessary sprayed surfaces were completely cov
in many control operations. As an ered but no run off allowed. The cor
example, 20 gallons of an aqueous rect coverage is closely approximated
spray containing 3 pounds of DDT to when a standard prchard type spray
the hundred gallons will keep the aver nozzle equipped with a number 3 disc
age 30 cow dairy barn largely free of is held four feet from the wall and
flies for two months. Two applications moved along at a fast walk. The water
of such, a spray, one in late’May and dispersable materials used came in the
one in late July will give good protec form of dry powders. Before adding
tion for the entire fly season in central the dry material to the spray tank it
New York. The cost of the DDT for was mixed into a thin paste with a
this 40 gallons of spray is $2.40 at . small amount of water. This procedure
current prices. If an ordinary 3 to 5 insures more uniform dispersion of the
gallon garden sprayer is used for apply material in the spray. Counts of flies
ing it about two hours of labor will resting on various objects or areas in
be required for the two applications. the barn were made before spraying
If a power sprayer is available less and at intervals after spraying until
than an hour of time will be required. the treatment obviously was losing
During the summer of 1945 the De effectiveness.
The results of this work indicate, that
partment of Entomology at the Cornell
station sprayed about 75 dairy barns three pounds of DDT in a hundred
with DDT using various dosages and gallons of spray will give excellent pro
schedules.1 , The. barns used for this tection against house flies for two
work ranged from high class estab months and that two applications dur
lishments almost fit for human habita ing the season .will give reasonable free
tion to poorly constructed places con dom from flies from frost to frost. The
taining many month’s accumulation of best timing for these two applications
manure and with walls, and ceilings wap late May and late July. These
covered with cobwebs. Water dis- figures and dates are for central New
persable sprays were used and the York. Larger dosages and more fre
dosages were determined in terms of quent application will be required far
actual DDT. Application was usually ther south.
made with a 50 gallon orchard type
It should be emphasized that fre
sprayer which maintained a pressure quent a n d ’proper disposal of manure
of 375 pounds.. While excellent results is essential to good fly control even in
can be obtained with sm all, garden the presence of DDT. While DDT
sprayers, power equipment is desirable .will greatly reduce fly populations re
because of its speed, better agitation, gardless of the sanitary condition of
and because greater penetration is ob the premises, it is necessary to keep
tainable. Penetration is important in the barn and lot free from manure
barns heavily hung with cobwebs and accumulations if highly satisfactory
their included trash. The spray was control is to be attained.
applied evenly but lightly to walls,
Some, investigators report that ■in
ceilings, and support timbers. Feed creasing the concentration of DDT be
yond 3 pounds -in a .hundred gallons
, 1 M bst of the field w ork on th is project was done
increases the duration of ■its residual
by R. F . Pendleton, assistant in the departm ent
effect. -They suggest that a dosage
of entomology, Cornell U niversity.
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may be found which will give entire
season protection with a single appli
cation. Our data on this point are
not extensive but they suggest that in
creases in dosage beyond 3 pounds
do not give proportionate increases in
■the duration of residual action. In
spite of the almost negligible evapora
tion rate of DDT, residues on barn
walls and ceilings do lose effectiveness
over a period of time. This may be
caused by masking of1the deposit by
dust or cobwebs, by cattle rubbing
against the walls as they go in and out,
or by brushing the walls with hay or
bedding as it is brought into the man
gers or stalls. If the walls are swept
off, washed, or whitewashed the resi- .
due will of course be reduced. A heavy
spray increases the hazard of acci
dental poisoning of the animals. While
this danger probably is remote it should
be kept in mind until more is known
about the toxicity of DDT to various
farm animals. In general the data at
hand indicate that two sprays a season
at a moderate dosage are preferable
tb one at a high dosage. The ease of
application and low cost of the material
lend additional weight to such a
recommendation.
The application of DDT in combi
nation with whitewash is an inviting
procedure since it eliminates one spray
ing operation and would enable dairy
men to use custom spraying services
for DDT applications. Preliminary
laboratory studies however suggest
that DDT is less effective when applied
along with whitewash, possibly because
it is partially masked by the greater
, volume of the whitewash materials. In
many barns whitewash is applied only _
- once a season and the time of applica-'
tion usually is different from the
recommended timing for DDT appli
cations. Operators of whitewash spray
ing outfits should be encouraged to
offer DDT spraying service to their
clients but probably should, be asked
to apply it as a separate operation after
the whitewash has dried.
Those of you who may have to ad
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vise dairymen on the use of DDT
should remind them that the water dispersable formulations offered by the
various companies may contain from
20 to 50 percent of actual DDT. Fif
teen pounds of 20 percent material, or
6 pounds of 50 percent material are
required for sprays containing 3
pounds of DDT to the hundred gallons.
The toxicity of DDT to ■man and
animals is still not fully understood.
It is known that ingestion of massive
doses of DDT will seriously affect the
nervous system and cause extensive
lesions of internal organs especially the
liver. Solutions of DDT in organic
solvents are taken up rapidly through
the skin and are absorbed by the di
gestive system more rapidly than the
pure undissolved material. Operators
applying kerosene solutions of DDT in
spray form have sometimes suffered
from throat irritation but this is be
lieved to be due to the solvent rather
than the DDT. The first symptom of
DDT poisoning in experimental ani
mals is a marked tremor of the limbs.
Dusting with DDT or applying water
dispersable sprays apparently involves
no health hazard to the operators so
far as intermittent agricultural opera
tions are concerned. Persons whose
work requires daily exposure to DDT
for long periods certainly should take
precautions against excessive inges
tion, breathing, or absorption of the
material. A residue of 7 parts per
million or less in human food is con
sidered safe.
Treatment of walls and ceilings of
dairy barns with other than water dis
persable sprays of DDT cannot be
recommended at present.
While
equally effective, oil sprays are more
expensive, involve a possible health
hazard to operators and animals, re
quire special equipment for economical
application, and create a minor fire
hazard. Oil solutions have the ad-,
vantage of leaving no objectionable
residues and adhere somewhat better
to tile or other highly polished surfaces.
Many oil base DDT sprays have come
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on the market recently. The labels on
some of these preparations do not state
the percentage of DDT. A material
of unknown DDT content of course
cannot be used with any reasonable
expectation of success.
Many inquiries are received concern
ing the use of DDT for protecting
cattle against horse flies, stable flies,
deer flies and horn flies. Preliminary
tests indicate that spraying animals
with water dispersable formulations of
DDT gives almost no protection
against any of these pests except the
horn fly. This is the small species
about half the size of a house fly that
clusters on the backs and sides of cattle
and sometimes congregates in numbers
about the bases of the horns. This
insect spends most of its adult life on
the animals leaving them only inter
mittently to deposit its eggs in freshly
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dropped manure. A water spray con
taining only 1.2 pounds of DDT in 100
gallons has given excellent protection
against this species for 11 days. The
other species of blood-sucking flies that
attack cattle visit the animals only oc
casionally for feeding. DDT appar
ently is too slow in action to prevent
these flies from biting. Stable flies
spend much of their time resting on
the exterior of buildings, on fence
posts, and other objects about, fhe barn
lot or pasture. It is hoped that spray
ing of these resting sites may afford
some relief from this pest. Early
investigation of this possibility is
planned.
It is evident that DDT is a most
effective insecticide for use against the
housefly. Its intelligent application
should eventually free the dairyman
of one of his greatest annoyances.

SALMONELLA ORANIENBURG ASSOCIATED WITH ILLNESS FOLLOWING
THE HANDLING OF CHICKENS*
i . Recently a strain of salmonella iso| dated in an approved laboratory was
sent to the Division of Laboratories
[· and Research for identification. . It
I proved to be a strain of Salmonella
S oranienburg.
I
The data furnished indicated that the
I patient, a 4-H Qub agent, on May .15
I had handled about 800 chickens, crating
I them for shipment. He also dressed
|, several which his wife cooked, using
I some for dinner and the rest for canI ning. On May 20, he became ill with
I a high temperature and diarrhea., He
I was hospitalized and treated with sulfa| suxadine. A strain of salmonella was
i isolated from specimens of feces col| lected on May 22 and 31. He was disf charged from the hospital on May 28,
* Health News, 22, 144 (1945).

although he still had a high leucocyte
count.
Eighteen strains of .S’, oranienburg
were identified in the Division of La
boratories and Research up to January
1, 1945, and several more have been
studied since then. Seligmann and his
co-workers report this species in 6.8
percent of human infections with sal
monella in America. Edwards and
Bruner have found it in fowls and
human beings, but not in other animal
sources. Hinshaw and his associates
report this species in ten outbreaks of
infection in turkeys and three in chick
ens. A report has also been published
by Greifinger and Silberstein on the
occurrence of an outbreak among mili
tary personnel. S. oranienburg was
isolated from fecal specimens from
forty-five patients.
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Association News
New York State Association of Milk
hard cheese, to be grated as needed at
Sanitarians
home; an ice cream stabilizer develThis association has successfully oped from cellulose; and recent reeompleted a series of three Regional search on the keeping qualities of dried,
Meetings. These were held in Utica, whole milk.
New York City and Rochester during . In addition to the principal talk of
the latter part of September. The the evening, Captain Moss of the U. S.
attendance at each of these three meet- Public Health Service spoke for a few
ings was approximately 200.
minutes on the work of that Service in
Because the meetings were divided; the Philadelphia area, and Dr. A. P.
new officers could not be elected and Hitchins of the Wilmington, Delaware,
as a result the present officers hold over Dept, of Health discussed the use of
for another year.
D.D.T. in dairy barns,.
W. D. T iedjeman,
During a short business meeting it
Secretary-Treasurer.' ■ was voted by the members present to
so amend the constitution that meetings
Philadelphia Dairy Technology Society
of the Society would continue to be
-Dr. C. D. Dahle, Professor of Dairy
f°ur
°n the f / 011?
Manufactures at Pennsylvania State
of October, January, March
College, was the guest speaker at a a"d f
This plan was temporarily
dinner meeting of seventy-seven mem- f do^
dunnS the war emergency and
bers and friends of the Philadelphia hasbeensosuccessfulthatits continuDairy Technology Society on October aTlce was called for, instead of the
9th. The subject of his talk was “Re- former monthly meetings.
, cent Research in Ice Cream and Milk”.
The next meeting-of, the Society wdl
Dr. Dahle spoke very interestingly of be held on Thursday, January 10, 1946.
several projects now being carried on
H elen A. S u tto n , .
at-Penn State: among them a new type
Secretary-Treasurer.
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Industrial Notes
MCNAMARA NOW SEALRIGHT SALES MANAGER
Sealright Co., Inc., manufacturers of
bottle closures and food packages, an
nounces the appointment of Reid Mc
Namara as Sales Manager of its Chi
cago district. He succeeds George
Jansen who earlier in the year was
made the company’s·' Western Sales
Manager.
Mr. McNamara was given a leave
of absence June 1944 to go with the
War Production Board in Washington
and since that time had served as Chief
of the Paper Cup and Nested Food
Container Section, and has also served
as consultant to the Container Division
of W. P. B. Prior to that he was the
company’s . sales representative in
North Carolina, Virginia and West
Virginia.

Before coming to Sealright he was
engaged in cooperative marketing and
held executive secretary posts with a
number of cooperatives in the South.·

SEALRIGHT OPENS NEW SALES OFFICE
Opening of a sales office in Cleveland
was announced recently by John L.
Dolphin, Vice President of Sealright
Co., Inc., manufacturers of bottle clo
sures arid food packages.
The new office, located at Terminal
Tower, will be headed by, Charles E.

Thompson who is Sales Manager for
the company’s Great Lakes district.
Sales personnel at the Cleveland Office
consists of Rbbert Beckwith, John
Crissman, D ave' E. Flowers, R. N.
Lundgren,-T. J. Meagher, R. S. Mur
ray and V. J. Silliman.

RECENT PROMOTIONS BY D1VERSEY
The Diversey Corporation, special
ists in food plant sanitation, has ap
pointed G. R. Parish to the post of
Central Division Manager. Mr. Par
ish was formerly manager of Diversey’s
Cleveland Division, and will now be
located in Chicago, headquarters of
Diversey’s Central Division.

B.
M. Kaple, who has served as both
field service representative and district
manager, has been appointed manager
of the Cleveland Division.
Mr. Kaple will make his headquar
ters at Diversey’s Cleveland Offices in
the Terminal Tower Building.
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New Members
A C T IV E

Baker, G. Floyd, Chief Sanitary Officer,
Bay County Health Department, Box
1228, Panama City, Fla. Bolser, Dr. H. W., City Dairy Inspector,
Health Department, Clearwater, Florida.
Bowling, S. F., Dairy and Milk Inspector,
City Health Dept., Municipal Bldg., Bluefield, W est Va.
Burgess, J. M., State Dairy Supervisor,
Route 4, Box 348, Tallahassee, Fla.
Cameron, Hilliard Francis, Senior Sani
tarian, Clay County Health Dept., c/o
Health Department, Green Cove Springs,
Fla.
·
Chester, Burke, Senior Sanitary Officer,
Lake County Health Department, Tavares,
Fla'.
.
Clark, Miss Rita, Bacteriologist and Milk
Inspector, Board of Health and Water
Departmbents, City Hall, Brocton 22,
,Mas£. '
DeWees, Dr. Frederick M., State Dairy
Supervisor, State Department of ' Agri
culture, 1032 Marine Way, Clearwater,
.Fla.
Dilsaver, W arren M., Senior Sanitarian,
Hillsborough County, 5903 Central Ave.,
Tampa 4, Fla.
Fouls, Dr. E. L., Dairy Technologist, Flor
ida Agricultural Experiment Station,
Dairy Products Laboratory, Gainesville,'
Fla.
1 ;
<
Hiscock, Prof. Ira V,, Professor of Public
Health, Yale University School of Medi, cine, New Haven, Conn.
Hoffman, Dr. E. F., State Epidemiologist,
State Board of Health, Jacksonville, Fla.

Jerome, J. P., Owner, Jerome Laboratories,
1113 So. Pearl St., Denver 10, Colorado.
Lear, Samuel A., Asst. Sanitarian (R),
U. S. Public Health Service, P. O. Box
210, Jacksonville, Fla.
Lindner, Dr. E. G., Director, City-County
Health Department, Box 779, Ocala, Fla.
Northrup, B. J., City Chemist, 175 5th St.
North, St. Petersburg, Fla.
Nusser, M ajor V. C., Wm. A., Station
Veterinarian and Sanitary Officer, 465th
A. A. F. B. U., Paine Field, Everett,
Wash.
Reeves, Calvin B., Asst. Dairy Technologist,
University of .Florida, Dairy Products
Lab., Gainesville, Fla.
Rothe, Dr. Henry H., State Dairy Super
visor, State Dept, of Agriculture, Box
163, Gainesville, Fla.
Scribner, Dr. Lyman Antoine, City Pure
Food, Meat and Milk Inspector, City Hall,
Orlando, Fla.
Smith, James Ketchener, Foods Inspector—
Restaurant, 3082 W. 26th Ave., Van
couver, B. C.
Smith, Lewis T., State Dairy Supervisor,
State Department of Agriculture, 1705
Flagler Ave., Jacksonville 7, Fla.
Thompson, W .· Raleigh, Milk Sanitarian,
Jacksonville Health Department, 301 En-gineer Bldg., 940 Main St., Jacksonville 2,
Fla.
Treat, C. Parker, Sanitary Inspector, Mis
souri Health Department, 2928 Garfield
Ave., Hannibal, Mo.

A S S O C IA T E

Axelrod, Norman R., Chemist-BacterioloConoway, R. A., The Borden Co., Marshall,
< gist, Puritan Dairy, 218 High St,· Perth
Texas.
Amboy, N. J.
: i
Dorman, N, B., Sanitarian, Madison County
/Baker, S. B., Owner, S. B. Baker Dairy,
Health Department, P. O. Box 411, Madi
P. O. Box 1435, San Antonio, Texas.
son, Fla.
Beckley, Earle J., Supervisor, Bureau Sani - Dunbar, W . E., Filter Products Division,
tary Control, Borden Farm Products Co.,
Johnson & Johnson, 208 N. Maumee St.,
110 Hudson St., New York City,
Tecumseh, Mich.
Bertonasco, E. T., Vice-President and Pro
Duncan, Grady L., Milk Inspector, City
duction Mgr., Stella Cheese Co.. Cum
Hall, Sanford, Fla.
berland, Wis; .
Edgar, E. C., The De Laval Separator Co.,
Campbell, D. M., Editor “Veterinary Medi
331 Fairmount Road, Ridgewood, N. J.
cine”, 7632 S. Crandon Ave., Chicago 49, Friedman, I. K-, Vice-President, Dairyland,
111.
Inc., San Antonio 6, Texas.
Cone, J. H., Sanitary Officer, County Health . Frigo, Joseph, Mgr. Lena Plant, Frigo
Department, Perry, Fla.
Brothers Cheese Corp., Lena, Wis.
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Fyksen, Alfred C., Sanitarian, Twin City
Milk Producers Assn., 873 Ottawa Ave.,
St. Paul 7, Minn.
Gaines, Robert P., City Chemist, 867 Boule
vard, Bayonne, N. J. Herndon, M. L., Filter Products Division,
Johnson & Johnson, 3140 W. 16th St.,
Indianapolis 8, Ind.
Jones, Kenneth M., Sanitary Inspector, City
Health Department, P. O. Box 22, Bloom
field, N. J.
Kistler,· Claude, Grand Traverse Lubenau·
County Health Dept., Traverse City, Mich.
Kosmosicy, Eugene, Manager, Receiving
Station, Carnation Co., Oconto Falls, Wis.
Krause, Rufus, Krause Dairy, R. 2, Oconto
Falls, Wis.
Lee, Ray E., City Hall, St. Petersburg, Fla.
Leggett, Henry H., The Borden Co., P. O.
Box 2, Biloxi, Miss.
Martin, John M., Vice-President Hovey
Stanter Co., P. O. Box 223, Monroe, N. Y.
McKeown, Graham, Senior Sanitary Officer,
Gadsden County Health Dept., P. O. Box
561, Quincy, Fla.
Miller, F. M., Filter Products Division,
Johnson & Johnson, 244 Vine St., Williamstown, Penn.
Montague, W . R., Division General Mgr.,
The Borden Co., P. O. Box 3587, Phoenix,
Ariz.
Noe, Elmer L·., Plant Superintendent, De
Uoursey Cream Co., 1925 Giltner Drive,
Wichita 7, Kansas.
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Perrine, Μ. K., Box 397, Leslie, Mich.
Radke, W . E., Dairy Inspector, State De
partment of Agriculture, 809 Cole St.,
. Watertown, Wis.
Sears, Verlyn F., Chief, Milk Auditing Di
vision, State Dept, of Agriculture, Room
315 N., State Capitol, Madison 2, Wis.
Smith, Harold W., Fieldman and Lab.
Technician, New England Milk Producers’·
Assoc., Andover, Mass.
Stevens, Guy P., Supervisor Dairy Section,
State Department of Agriculture, 412 A
State Capitol Bldg., Salt Lake City, UtahStroud, Howard J., District Sanitarian,
Thurston-Mason-Olympia Health Dis
trict, P. O . Box 748, Olympia, Washing
ton.
Sutter, John G., Owner, Pure Milk Co.,
425 Sonebruskee St., Marion, Ind.
Taylor, Robert L., Laboratory Technician,
F ort Dodge Creamery Co., 301 1st Ave.
North, F ort Dodge, Iowa.
Townley, R. C., Route 9, Box 167, Okla
homa City, Okla. (Townley’s Dairy).
Vignolo, Robert L., Asst, to President
Turco Products Inc., P. O. Box 2649 Ter
minal Annex, Los Angeles, Cal.
Wasmund, Roy J., Sanitarian, Weld County
Health Department, Johnstown, Colorado.
Wilkins, O: R., Mgr. and Treasurer, River
Falls Co-operative Creamery, River Falls,
Wis,
'
Wilson, B. L., 1420 Tampa St., Tampa, Fla

■CHANGES I N A D D R E S S

Barber, Dr. F. W., from San Francisco, Cal.
to c/o Sealtest Research Laboratories,
1403,Eutaw Place, Baltimore 17, Md.
Bruening, F. H., from Rochester, N. Y., to
712 Traction Bldg., 434 Walnut St., Cin
cinnati 2, Ohio.
Burke, Chas. F., from Cambridge, Wis.,, to
Box 173, Lancaster, Wis.
Burkhardt, Robert Chas., from Watertown,
Wis., to Box 794, Huntsville, Ala.
Legrid, Lester I., from 120 W.' 12th St.,
Ashland, Wis., to Route 3, Ashland, Wis.
Plew, Harlow N., from Pine Island, N. Y.,
to Borden’s Farm Products, Marathon,
N. Y.

Powell, Marcus P., from New York 5,
N. Y., to 279 Medical Laboratories, State
University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
Rogers, Jack C., from Norfolk, Va., to P.
' A.
Sanitary
Engineer,
U.S.P.H.S.*
Charleston County Health Department,
Charleston 29, South Carolina.
Taylor, John J., from 758 N. Adams St.,
Lancaster, Wis., to Box 173, Lancaster*
Wis.
Vaill, Mrs. Eliz., from New Haven, Conn.*
to 35-46 7J St., Jackson Heights, N. Y.
Wilder, Orville E., from Canton, N. Y:, to»
228 Ringgold St., Peekskill, N. Y.
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“ Dr. Jones” Says— *
“Supernatural”— I wonder if we better or worse, it’s all come from sci
really need that word. An item I was entific research.
reading recently: a plane with several
. I used to know a boy—his nickname
people on it made a crash landing in the
was “Bugdeath” : “Bug-death” Hunt.
backwoods of one of the Pacific islands.
I don’t know how he came by it—but
The natives "were friendly—brought
who, back there, would’ve .thought of
’em food and So on—but they wouldn’t
the possibility of a bug powder like this
go near the plane—evidently thought
new DDT ? I was reading they’ve been
it was something supernatural. Other
sprayihg it from planes over some cities
places, where they’ve seen planes—seen
where they had polio: supposed to kill
men working on ’em and all that—
all the flies. And I see they’re trying
they’ve probably come to recognize
mixing it with paint: think it’ll elimi
they’re a man-made contrivance.
nate flies—places painted with it.
And I was thinking how many things
And these new things for getting
there are that today, even with our lim
after disease germs—penicillin, various
ited scientific knowledge, we recognize
light rays and all—it’ll take time but
as natural developments that, if they’d
scientific research, if we encourage and
appeared suddenly a couple hundred
support it, they’ll lick the causes of a
years ago or less, everybody’d been
lot of diseases just as surely as. they
sure they were something supernatural.
have the Germans and the Japs.
Turning a button and listening to
And these natural forces—natural
somebody talking in Manila : that was
laws—that’ve been at work from the
seemingly impossible. Yet it’s an ac
beginning of time: we’ve just made
complished fact because somebody got
a start at understanding ’em. W hat’s
well enough acquainted with natural
been discovered already: it makes me
laws^-electronics, sound waves and so
wonder if there’s anything that’s really
on—to take advantage of ’em. And
supernatural: if everything “in heaven
now this atom busting business. For
above,' and in earth beneath” isn’t nat
ural, if we just understood it.
* H ealth N ew s, New Y ork State D epartm ent of
H e a lth ,-S e p t. .17, 1945.

Paul B. Brooks, M.D
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...for millions of milk and cream bottles
thick should the wax coat
HOW
ing be on a closure? What

F. L. CADOU
Sales M a n a g e r

Standard Cap and Seal Corpo
ration has attracted top men in
the dairy field. Notable among
them is Mr. F. L. Cadou, of
Indiana University, whose ex
perience in many phases of
practical dairy operation goes
back 20 years. His knowledge
and experience are typical of
the help available to you on
capping problems.

happens under icing? Under hy
drostatic pressure or immersion?
Answers to these and dozens of
other problems are at the finger
tips of Standard Cap and Seal re.
search scientists and technicians.
Ideas are their stock in trade.
Their work has led to the develop
ment of outstanding types of clo
sures . ■■for instance, one notable
for being tamper-proof; another
that gives thorough protection
without the aid of an inner cap
and is priced for even the most
m odest operating budget. And

these people,too,have been respon
sible for such innovations as color
combinations and name printing
on the sides.
In fact, the entire Standard Cap
and Seal Corporation is made up
of people who think and act in
the light of long dairy experience
of their own—and in accord with
up-to-the-minute dairy practices.
The outcome has been that more
and more dairies look upon Stand
ard Cap and Seal Corporation as
the source of the most effective and
most attractive closures. A repre
sentative will be glad to call at your
convenience.

S TA N D A R D CAP & SEAL C O R P O R A TIO N
1 2 0 0 F u lle rto n A v e n u e

C hicago 1 4 , I llin o is
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When it comes to cleaning tarnish and
milk-stone from cans and other dairy
p
equipment, the demand is for a product
potent enough to do the job thoroughly
' — yet safe on any surface. Famed for
; both speedy and safe cleansing proper
ties are:
• W ya n d otte S. R.-10 —An

t
!■■■
,
:
p

i

odorless crystalline
compound, expertly formulated, for removing scale from heat exchangers, flash pasteurizers, milk cans and other equipment with
milk-solid deposits. Readily soluble and
easily handled.
• W y a n d o t t e G . L. X.* —A “sudsing,” yet
. soapless cleaner, G. L. X. gives you maxi
mum cleaning efficiency without harm to
glass, nuJnel, tin, copper and stainless steel

surfaces. Especially adapted to hard water,
G. L. X. instantly banishes, films, streaks, res
idues of any sort to leave spotless sanitation
in its wake. Very easy to use.
• W y a n d o t t e S te ri-C h lo r* —And as a final
germicidal rinse, use a Steri-Chlor solution
—no detrimental effects on equipment or
dairy products.

SR-10 is especially useful for cleaning
short-time plate heaters — either by it
self, or with G. L. X. The Wyandotte
Service Representative will he glad to ■
work with you — not only on this b u t
on any cleaning problem. His time,
knowledge, experience are yours-—with- /
out obligation.

Ϊ;
YANDOTTE CHEMICALS CORPORATION
YANDOTTE, M IC H IG A N

·

·

J. B. Ford Division

Service Representatives fit 88 Cities
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PASTEURIZER
ILL SOLVE A POST-WAR PROBLEM
■ ■ j

P o st-w a r cond itio n s w ill p ro b a b ly im pose upon th e sm a lle r m ilk p la n ts
an esp ecially im p e ra tiv e need f o r h ig h ly efficien t e q u ip m e n t. T he
q u a lity o f th e ir n iilk m u s t be step p ed u p above p r e -w a r o r w a r-tim e
sta n d a rd s o f flav o r, d e p th o f cre a m la y e r, b o d y color a n d lo w bacteria*
c o u n t. W h ile, a t th e sam e tim e, o p e ra tin g a n d o th e r costs m u st be h eld
to all-tim e low s.

M A N Y

SMALL
DAIRIES

If y o u n eed a n ew p a s te u riz e r a SPRAY-F w ill solve th e p a s te u riz in g
p a r t o f y o u r p ro d u c tio n p roblem . I t w ill b rin g to y o u r p la n t th e sam e
com plete efficiency, th e sam e fine p e rfo rm a n c e an d th e sam e econom ies as th e la r g e r p la n ts receive
.from th e la r g e r C h e rry -B u rre ll S p ra y p a s te u riz e rs . B u ilt in 100 a n d 15 0 -g allo n capac ities, stre a m 
lined an d m o d ern in design, in s ta n d a rd a n d in s u la te d m odels, w ith stainless steel covers, lining
a n d a g ita to rs , a SPRAY-F w ill p ro d u c e a fine b o ttle of m ilk a n d save m oney a n d tim e w h ile doing
it. A n d w h en eq u ip p ed w ith S entinel C o n tro l i t w ill go even f a r t h e r a n d m a k e y o u r p a ste u riz in g
process p r a c tic a lly a u to m a tic !
D iscuss th e
do i t soon!

SPRAY-F

and

its

possibilities w ith

your

C h e rr y -B u rr e ll

r e p r e s e n ta tiv e ——and
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ABOVE-OUR ADVERTISEMENT TO TEACHERS!
-a n d because we realize our obligation
to those schools D A R l-R iC H is Double
checked for purity and wholesomeness!
in the Laboratory
Graduate chemists test every batch of
Dari-Rich Syrup to protect quality,
purity, and freedom from contamina
tion. The syrup is pasteurized; low
bacteria count is maintained; and
freedom from B Coll guaranteed.

. . . In the Dairy
To blend Dari-Rich dairy drink, most
dairies use milk containing not less
than 2 per cent butter fat.
Stale milk cannot be used
because excess acid in milk
causes sharp separation of
milk and syrup mixtures.

CHICAGO TO, 111., 401 W. Superior Street
NIW YORK 18, N. Y., 330 W. 42nd St.
LOS AHGttfS II, CAL, 4368 District Blvd.

FIFTY YEARS OF FINE FLAVORS!
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reporting for C IV IL IA N D U T Y !
K O < :c\l, played a big part in our armed forces’ fight
iiL.iimsi bicteria! Now that the greater part of this'job is
ΙιιιιχΙκιΙ. .tnd with essential ingredients in freer supply,
K(ΚΛ. \ L is reporting for civilian duty.
I l u i i- a more powerful germicide for general disinfec
tion—the kind of sanitizing agent you’ve dreamed about.
\ In 1 1 commended dilutions it is non-poisonous, virtually
odorless and tasteless. It is non-irritating to the skin,
mid non-corrosive. It will not harm fabrics or metals.
To demonstrate the extremely low toxicity o f
ROCCAL a solution of 1:100 was given by
mouth to guinea pigs as their only source of
fluid for months without deleterious effect on
health. This low toxicity makes ROCCAL
ideal for use as a sanitizing agent in food1,
handling plants, canneries, fisheries, dairies,
ice cream plants, restaurants, bars and;
soda fountains.

FOR DETAILED INFORMATION
abou t the uses of ROCCAL in over, coming bacteria, molds, algae and
slime-forming organisms, write today.

Sample and Literature
on Request

ROCCAL
B RAN D

y n d u iitU a l SbUUOan
VyiNTHROP CHEMICAL COM PANY, IMG., 170 V A R IC K STREET, NEW YO RK 13, N. Y.
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H e’s mighty young to be an employer. B ut
y o u ’r e , working for him . . . and millions
more' like him.
'
The only salary he can give you is the
satisfaction of seeing him develop into a
healthy American youth. Working hand in
hand w ith his parents, your job is to see
d h at he has every advantage for perfect
health: a sound diet . . . plenty of rest . .'.
lots of exercise.

the use of Canco P aper M ilk Containers.
Canco P aper M ilk Containers simplify
delivery because th ey are single-trip con
tainers—used Once, th en throw n away.
T h e high sanitation standards, as set by
health authorities, are fully m et w ith the
Canco Container method of delivery.

Free booklet

N o t to be overlooked is the importance of
milk in his daily nourishment.

Canco P aper M ilk Containers are immersed
in pure, m olten paraffin. . . sealed in filtered
a ir . . . then delivered to th e dairy in dustproof cartons, and are th en filled and sealed
autom atically b y machine.

Public H ealth officials know th a t milk is
.a basic food, vital to normal growth. They
know, too, th a t milk delivery is an im portant
factor, and for th a t reason have endorsed

A free booklet, explaining th e advantages
of Canco P aper M ilk Containers: “Public
H ealth Aspects of Single Service M ilk Con
tainers,” is yours on. request. J u s t write:

An important factor

A M E R I C A N CAN C O M P A N Y
2 3 0 P ark Avenue

N e w Y o rk 17, N . Y.

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF FIBRE AND METAL CONTAINERS

h'
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Be sure to get all the facts on Cemac before you de
cide on the purchase of a new milk filler. Compare it,
point for point, with any milk filler on the market.
You’ll find that only in Cemac can you get a ll that
Cemac offers.

CROW N

CORK

& SEAL C O M P A N Y

Oocro

FOR

EVERY

TYPE

OF

MILK

BOTTLE

Division

FINISH

AND
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Second only to the diam ond in hardness . . .
C P Emery A ggregate is an ideal floor m a
terial. Its w ear-resisting, irregular sized
particles pack together like gears in mesh
to form an extremely strong, dense,
slip concrete.
Experience o f users dem onstrates the ex
ceptional ability o f CP Emery Aggregate to
resist crushing o r pulling ap art under abu
sive wear. CP Emery A ggregate has also
m ade an impressive record where floors are
exposed to the destructive action o f lactic
an d other food acid solutions. In non-slip
ra tin g CP Emery A ggregate flo o rs are
unique. They retain their gripping pow er
under traffic . . . provide a non-slip surface
even w hen wet.
Write today fo r Bulletin W-761.
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THE CREAMERY PACKAGE MFG. COMPANY
1243 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago 7, III.
Branches in 18 Principal Cities
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PERFECTION Discs H elp Producers
Protect Q uality M ilk . . .
Only modern equipment can meet the high
standards oi the dairy industry's quality
control programs. Dairy farmers are finding
their answer to higher filtering efficiency in
.'■? the, four· outstanding features found in every
Perfection Milk Filter Disc.
The greater speed, strength, thickness, and
• efficiency of Perfection Discs combine to
make it the type of modern filtering equip/ ment required for fast, thorough, safe, ef
ficient milk filtering. Because they provide a
reliable means of farm inspection, dairymen
can be sure that time and effort spent pro
ducing quality milk won't be wasted.
■ The fact that hundreds of thousands of dairy

farmers prefer Perfection Discs to all others,
is proof of their trouble-free, satisfactory
performance.
That's why dairy technologists and milk
sanitarians can rely w ith 1confidence upon
the aid of Perfection Discs in their vitally,
important work.
Perfection Milk Filter Discs are made of only
the finest materials available — under a care
ful, exacting manufacturing process, and by
people with a quarter Of a century experience
in making cotton goods products for the
dairy industry.
Free samples for testing wjll be sent you
gladly upon request.

SCHWARTZ MFG. COMPAN
TW O

RIVERS

WIS CONSI

A m erica's O ldest M a k e r of M ilk Filter Discs
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w hen you think of O ld King Cole

• You probably know that more
people read the “funnies” than
anything else in the paper.
People rehsh a touch of good
hum or in advertising, too.
This year’s dextrose adver
tising takes advantage of this.
Millions of men and women
smile at Old King Cole. They
remember that dextrose sugar

...you think o f his fiddlers three

is food energy in its simplest
form. In fact, 8 out of 10
people have already learned
th at im portant fact through
the educational advertising of
dextrose.
CORN PR O D U C TS SALES
COM PANY
17 Battery Place, New York 4, N. Y.

a
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From dairy to home, no hands—no
dust—no rain or snow—can touch
the pouring lip of a milk bottle
that is protected by a Sealright
hood.
The m ilk that is poured out of
that bottle w ill be as pure as the
m ilk the dairy put into it!
The importance of this sealed
protection of the pouring lip is rec
ognized by health officials and pro
gressive dairies—and in every state,

sterile-clean, tamperproof Sealright Sanitary Hoods are now in
regular i*se, lending that final
touch of protection that goes all
the way.

MILK BOTTLE
HOODS
W rite for your copy of "Preservers of the Second Blessing,” contain
ing a series of interesting messages on the progress of public health
c o n tro l a c tiv itie s w h ic h h a v e a p p e a re d in n a tio n a l m ag az in es.
Sealright Co., Inc., Fulton, N . Y.; Kansas City, Kansas; Sealright
Pacific Ltd., Los Angeles.
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A new development in cleaning
' chemistry, D-Luxe gives such re1 m arkable results because it com·, bines the 8 essentials to efficient
V, ' cleaning in one product: 1, freeflowing, non-dusting; 2, advanced
water-softening action; 3, powerful
w etting action; 4; reserve strength;
5, emulsifying and dispersing power; .
6, fast and complete rinsing; 7, easy
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nomical to use. F ree bulletin gives
complete details.
The Diversey
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*
Chicago 4, ΠΙ.
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ADVERTISEMENTS'

"The besti statement so far of American
practice and attitude in its field.'1
— HAVEN EMERSON, M.D.
Columbia University

T
FO O D CONTROL
ITS PUBLIC HEALTH ASPECTS
by

EIGHT
Years Ago...
a large Pacific Coast dairy first ordered
Oakite materials. Since that time,
re-orders have been placed with monthto-month regularity. The reason? This
concern has found to its complete satis
faction as have hundreds of other
QUALITY-CONSCIOUS plants, that

James Houston Shrader, Ph.D.
▲

_

OAKITE BOTTLE-SOAK

.

(Protected by U. S. Patent)

A broad discussion of-why food control
is necessary, what individual practices are
concerned in such control and how con·
trol measures are applied, is presented
in this clear and comprehensive manual.
Problems and principles of food control,
technology, relation of food to public
health, and food inspection principles
and practices are thoroughly treated.

gives CLEAN, FILM-FREE bottles that
are sparkling and bright, both inside
and out! And this widely-used deter
gent incorporates an EXTRA BACTERIAKILLING ingredient that inhibits growth
of harmful organisms in the washing
solution . . . helps keep it from becoming,
foul and rancid. There are other im
portant advantages. Foaming troubles
are minimized . . . formation of limescale deposits on conveyors is retarded.
. . . longer solution life is assured.

CONTENTS
Problem of Food Control; Food Tech
nology; Relation of Food to the Public
•Health; Control Measures; Milk Produc
tion; Milk Certification; Milk Pasteuri
zation; Ice Cream; Butter; Cheese;
Concentrated Milks; Other Dairy Prod■ ucts; Meat and Its Products; Poultry;
■v Eggs; Fishery Products; Cereals and
Bakery Products; Fresh Fruits and Vege
tables; Preserved Foods; Appendices;
index.
■

'513 pages

6 by 9

Details

in

Free

Booklet,

.Interesting 20-page booklet' describes
Oakite Bottle-Soak in complete detail·
It also tells how other Oakite cleaning
materials help maintain high standards
at low cost. Write TODAY for your
FREE copy!

ο αμ ή

m

m

$4.00

J O H N W IL E Y & SONS, Inc.

M A TE R IA ^
M BY RESBM CH W ^
IB o m b

440 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

OAKITE PRODUCTS, INC.. 38C Thames St., NewYork 6, N X
Technical Service Representatives Located in All
____ Principal C/fi’e i of the United Slates and Canada_________
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QUALITY MILK?
A PROPERLY CLEANED MILKING MACHINE IS IMPORTANT!
Klenzade's chemists have developed a new
and revolutionary, low cost method of cleaning,
disinfecting, and sterilizing milking equipment.
WITH THIS NEW 3-PRODUCT BALANCED
COMBINATION FOR QUICK, POSITIVE RESULTS!

NU-KLEEN
ORGANIC DETERGENT

KLEER-MOR
NEW SOAPLESS CLEANER

KLENZADE
CHLORINE GERMICIDE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

For easy removal of milksfone!
For sure prevention of milksfone!
For penetration of heaviest film!
For free rinsing!
For shiny-bright equipment!
For better sanitation!

- A Klenzade Product ·

Kleer-Mor

, tUnd'Washing Compound
, ' *■
l ^
‘
JOVirKtM
- iHEAW-J <·* .
τ»ϋο'βι·β

CHEMICALSPECIALISTS IN MILKSANITATION

KLENZADE PRODUCTS
INCORPORATED
BELOIT, WIS.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES THROUGHOUT THE MIDWEST
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IM P O R T A N T
N O T IC E O F C H A N G E O F ADDRESS
must be filed promptly to Insure uninterrupted delivery of
the Journal of Milk Technology and other important mail.
Use this form:

Name................................................. ............... :........................ ....... .
■

■ O ld address.............. ................... ........ ......... ........................... .......

New address

Date effective:........................................... ...... ....
/

M a il this notice to:

W m . B. Palmer, Managing Editor,
Journal of Milk Technology,'
29 North Day Street,
Orange, N. J.
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M ORE A N D MORE

MILK SANITARIANS
recommend the

Quick, Easy, Modern

FACID
Flush M ethod
of Cleaning
Advantages:
• No scrubbing, just flush
• Saves cleaning time
• Removes milk stone
• Removes fat films

• Washes cold

A Seal-Kap s perfect closure on
clear glass bottles assures the utmost
health protection. A nd Seal-Kap protec- tion is continuous from the m om ent it
caps the bottle rig h t through to the time
the last drop is used.

• Cleans and Disinfects
• Rinses clean, film-free
i

First,duringhandlinganddelivery,
no dangerous im purities can touch the
pouring lip because Seal-Kaps completely
shield this vital area. Later, in the home,
. Seal-Kaps prevent wasteful, messy forkprying because Seal-Kaps come off with
only a quick, easy tw ist o f the wrist.
A nd tough, durable Seal-Kaps go back
o n again, as often as necessary w ith a
tight-fitting snap, to prevent spilling and
food contamination.
Today, more than ever, the nation
·' needsallitsvitalm ilksupplies.Seal-K aps
keep pure m ilk pure rig h t dow n to the
last drop.

AMERICAN SEAL-KAP CORPORATION
11-05 44TH DRIVE, LONG ISLAND CITY Ι,Ν.Υ.

. _____________ J
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• Easy, safe, economical
• No other cleaners needed
• Storage of milking machine
rubbers
F A C ID , plant use
FA C ID , farm label
Reduce your Plate Counts
from Farm and Factory with
F A C ID cleaned equipment

Once Tried —

Alw ays Used

Falls Chemical Products Co.
Oconto Falls, Wis,
you saw it in this Journal

A dvertisements '

X IX

exact control off dairy products
can be sim ple
with modern instruments
S m a ll c o m p a n y o r l a r g e — e ffic ie n t p r o d u c t io n in th e d a i r y p la n t r e q u ir e s a c c u r a t e
in strum ents. C o le m a n In stru m e n ts a r e p r e c is e scie n tific d e v ic e s d e s ig n e d f o r p r a c 
tical u s e — r u g g e d c o n stru c tio n m a k e s th e m a s e a s ily u s e d in th e p la n t a s in th e
l a b — sim p le o p e r a t io n p e rm its p re c is io n te s tin g b y th e o r d i n a r y t e c h n ic a l w o rk e r.
p H

t e s t in g

A c c u r a t e to 0 . 0 2 p H , e n tire ly p o rt a b le , c o m p a c t, v e r s a t ile — th e

C o le m a n M o d e l 3 D p H E le c tro m e te r will p a y its w a y w h e r e v e r p H is a p ro d u c t io n
o r re s e a r c h fa ctor. It is u n a ffe c te d b y h u m id ity — h a s

autom atic te m p e ra tu re c o m 

p e n s a t i o n - r e a d s b o th p H a n d m illivolts. F o r full d a t a w rite f o r B u lle t in 'P B - 2 0 7 .

sp ectro ch em ical a n a ly sis — V ita m in s,
su b sta n ce can

b e q u ic k ly

and

oils, a c id s, m etals, a lm o s t a n y

a c c u r a t e ly d e t e rm in e d s p e c t ro c h e m ic a lly . T h e

C o le m a n U n iv e r s a l S p e c t r o p h o t o m e t e r h a s cut a n a ly s is tim e a s m uch a s 9 0 %
o v e r o ld e r m e th o d s. A d a p t a b l e

to f lu o re s c e n c e a n d tu rb id ity

m e a su re m e n ts.

W r it e f o r Bu lle tin P B -2 0 8 .
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U^LO-BAX

HIGH-SPEED

SANITIZING
er L o w B a c te ria C o u n ts

HTH-U

QUICK SANITIZING FACTS

ANOTHER BACTERIAWWW

H T H -15. the M A .-P im P 0 8 E
b&eterlcldp, nermlclde, d is in 
fectant and deodorant, la th e

O R IG I N A L chlorine powder tor
dairies. Contains 15% callable
chlorine and malms true S O D IU M
hypochlorite solutions. Combines
UUlch-hininR with low corrosive
effect on dairy metals. Sate and
dependable tor Dairy products
Plants, lor MUR Producers
lor many E a rn and Home «"■·

t · A fast killer o f bacteria.
2 . Lo-Bax dissolves quickly in water — hard or
soft, hot or cold.
3a Lo-Bax makes clear dairy rinse solutions.
4a Lo-Bax contains 5056 available ch lorin e.'
5a Lo-Bax is dependable — retains its full
strength.
[A Lo-Bax is econom ical and easy to handle —
a fast-killing. Lo-Bax rinse solution (100
p.p.m . available chlorine) — costs only %
o f a cent per gallon.

1545

P O S IT IO N S

OPEN

Technical Service and
Development

:

a

'

With company established in spe
cialized industrial chemical fields.
Permanent positions with attrac
tive future for young men, age 22
to 32, with bachelor's degree in
chemistry or chemical engineer
ing. Previous experience in food
processing desirable but not es
sential. Write in detail to Box I ,
journal of Milk Technology, 29
North Day St., Orange, N. J.

IK ;

T H E M A T H I E S O N ALKALI W O R K S (Inc.)
60 East 42nd Si. * New York 17. N. Y.

W A N T E D
in good condition
copies of

Journal of
M i lk T ech n olo gy
issues of:
Jan.-Feb. 1943
Jan.-Feb. 1945
We will pay 30^ per copy.
Do not fold or bend copies
and mail 4hem to
•
Wm. B. Palmer, Managing Editor,
29 N. Day St.,

Orange, N. J.

yyhen writing to advertisers, say you saw it in this Journal
.·■■ .

A dvertisements

. . At last! . .
W ith the war over, we can look forward to a world of
of re-building; for new plans and forward thinking. W e
in the dairy business cannot sit back at this time. The
public is.expecting great things from our industry— the
best in quality and nutrition.
Under most trying circumstances, the milk sanitarians
have carried through to make an enviable record. W e
of Sealtest will continue to work closely with you in
the months ahead.

SEALTEST, INC.
230 PARK A V E N U E — N E W Y O R K C IT Y

Sealtest, Inc. is a Division o f
National Dairy Products Corporation

Copyright 1945, Sealtest, Inc.
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CULTURE MEDIA

for Examination of Milk
B a cto -T ry p to n e G lu cose E x tr a c t A g a r

is recommended for use in determ ining the total bacterial plate count of
m ilk in accordance w ith the procedures o f “Standard M ethods for the
Furamination o f D airy Products” of the Am erican Public H ealth
Association.
U pon plates o f m edium prepared from Bacto-Tryptone Glucose
Extract A gar colonies o f the bacteria occurring in m ilk are larger and
more representative than those on m edia previously used for m ilk counts.
B a cto -P ro teo se T ryp to n e A g a r
is recommended for use in determ ining the bacterial plate count of
Certified M ilk. T he form ula for this m edium corresponds w ith that
suggested in "M ethods and Standards of Certified M ilk” o f the Am erican
Association o f M edical M ilk Com m issions.
B a c to -V io le t R ed B ile A g a r
is w idely used for direct plate counts o f coliform bacteria. U pon plates
of this m edium accurate counts o f these organism s are readily obtained.
B a c io -B r illia n t G reen B ile 2% and
B a cto -F o rm a te R icin o lea te B ro th
are very useful liquid m edia for detection of coliform bacteria in m ilk.
U se o f these m edia is approved in “Standard M ethods.”

Sp e cify " D I F C O "
T H E T R A D E N A M E O F TH E PIO N E E R S
In the Research and Development of Bacto-Peptone and Dehydrated Culture M edia

D ifco Laboratories
INCORPORATED

D E T R O I T 1, M I C H I G A N
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